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The ability to design and control· physi·cal processes 
·;. whi·ch may b.e expressed as time-invariant, linear differ-
ential equations is greatly aided by m~thematical models 
which allow the designer or analyst to calculate an 
• 
estimate of :·the process' response to an arbitrary input. 
Such a model is provided by the transfer functiori of 
the process; however, classical tec~niques for the 
estimation of the transfer function, such as the method 
of least-squares, do not always give satisfactory results 
especially for noisy.or high-~rder systems. 
This thesis pres~nts a co~puter program f~r the 
estimation of the transfer function of a linear· system. 
The program utilizes an algorithm developed by Dr. R. K • 
• 
Bhattacharyya. The technique, described in the text, 
applies the Simplex algorithm to the determination of 
that transfer function which minimizes the integ~al of 
. 
the absolute error between the computed and known system 
output. Theoretically, any order system ~ay be modeled, 
as well as multiple-input, multiple-output_ sys.tems. Time-
delay may also be incorporated- into the model. User-
supplied. data is kept to a minimum. A compleJe documenta-
tion of the program is supplied. 










. ',: ' 
\; 
,, 
The performance of the program i~ demons·trated on 
both noisy ~n~ noise-fr~e data, represertti~g various 
. , 
systems and .system orders. 
. . . c,· 
The program is ~~own to 
-
compute essentially exact estimates under noise-free 
conditions; accurate results are also ~bt.ained for noise-
to-signal ratios up to 10% (the highest v~lue ~tudied). 
Statistical properties of the estimates are presented. 
' 
As expected, bias increases with noise level. Howeve.r, 
/ . 
the output calculated from the biased estimates are 
shown to be much less sensitive to noise than the· 
estimates themselves. 
Finally, an application of the program to the 
identification of an actual industrial process verifies 
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The control of .-~om~.lex linear systems requires, to 
1 some exte~t, an understandi~g of the relationships which~ 
"I 
. ' 
exist among the system variables. To obtain this under-
s.tandi~g, it is often nece.s·sary to hypothes·ize. a .mathe-
matical model which, it is hoped, may be cons.idered 
represen"t.ative of the. actual system. Unfortunately, the 
• • nature of real proce·sses is such that exact models 
i.ncorpo~ati~g all possible representative parameters are 
often impossible even to conceptualize. Hence, the 
formulation of representative models constitutes a major 
class of ptoblems in the fie.ld.of systems control. The 
ultimate choice of· th~ w~rking model is usually made with 
\ 
the twin_-g~als of (1) maintaining an anal~g of the physical 
process which will provide both satisfactory qualitative 
and quantitative results and (2) allowi~g for reasonably 
straightforward analysis. This is particularly true for 
·.those industrial situations in which the primary objective 
is the acquisition· of the knowle~ge necessary to make the. 
control of the system under invest~gation both ·practical 
( 
and direct. Fo·r that reason, the analyst often begins by 
I •• • 
\ 
maki~g simp~ifyi~g assumptions (s.uch as lin~ari ty) about 



























. ' ,, . 
·,solut,ion which he feels justif.i.ed in. usi~g as. the basis 
of· the ultimate pro.blem res.olution. 
.. 
' . An appro.ach commonly used in s:uch analysis· consi.sts 
,. 
of modeli~g th~ ·o.utp.ut(.s) as. some function ·of. the input (s)"". 
The parameters of the equation relati~g. the out·put· to the 
input comprise the unknown constants whose values ·are to. 
be chosen in a way which optim·izes the ~'go.odness" criteria 
set by the analyst. In .a simplifi.ed sense, this technique 
\ 
may be viewed as the fitti~g of a ·curve (plane, surf.ace, 
. 
etc.) eo a set of n.~dimensional points, wh·ere n may be 
large. or small,. depe.n.di~g upon t.he 0 project.ed complexity 6£,. 
• the system. 
• 
There exists an·extensive body of literature deali~g 
' 
with such problems [ 4, 5, 6, 8, 13· ] • Various techniques 
. . 
have been develop.ed and shown to provide efficient· _an·d 
accurate param~ter estimations under certain conditions. 
The estimates obtained through these methods exhibit 
certain characteristics, such as unbiasedness, consistenc~ 
small variances, and so forth, which enable the analyst to 
,, 
make statistical inferences concerni~g the_ parameters' 
t·rue values. This property justifies the use of the 
derived model as repre~entative O·f the ~ctual system and, 
within the. confidence aff~rded by the statistical validity· 
-
of the estimations,. gives faith in the results. 
' 
.. ,,·,,1,,•,·.,·.-•·.[• .. 
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. Perhaps the best known and mos~· w.idely "'us.ed estima-




squares.'' Within· certain res tr.ictions ,.· the .leas·t-squares 
estimates. (L.S.E.). are the most. _eff .. icient, unbiased linear·· 
z, 
l, 
·. es 1tim·at·ors .of the p·arameters under .s.t.udy. Si.nce this r/ .. 
. 
technique is w.idely known, only the bas:ics of its· applica-
bility t·o phy~ical system analysis and the limitations 
... 
. thereof will be present.ed • These limitations will then 
• 
·be us.ed as the justification for rese~rch into the develop-
ment of alternate methods of analysis, 
' - 1 
Consid·er a linear, physical ·process. whic-h m·aps an 
input I(t) onto an output O(t). For the purposes of this 
· paper, a linear system is cons.ider.ed to a process, p·lant, 
network, operation, etc., which exhibits the property 
1that if: 
-~ 
(a) an input r1 (t) produces an output o1 (t) and. 
(b) an input I 2 (t) pr.oduces an output 021 (.t)' 
I 
' . (_ ___ / 
(-c) an input [a1 r1 (t) + a2I 2 (t)], produces an ... 
.. 
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It is assumed that botli -I(-t) and- O(.t) may be 
obtained by means. of a ·suitable. data collection syst.em 
.. 
and it is. des·ir.ed to chaiacter-iz.~ the ·p.io.cess as a 




parameters may be det~rmined by leas·t-s·quares estimation. 
Most techni:ques of analysis presuppose that the 
system under study may be represented in some standard 
form. The model used most often in leas·t-·squares ~n~lysis 
is termed the general linear model and is. given by Ii<' • 
equation (1.1). 
Y = Xa + ~- (1.1) 
Here, Y is a random, obse.rved vect~r of le~gth n, Xis 
an n x p matrix of non-random, known quantities, a is a 
p x 1 vector of unknown constants, and~ is an n x 1 
vector of unobservable random va·riables such that E (t) = 0 
and cov (t) = a 2 I. 
The lirlear model (1.1) is often ap.plicable to the 
investigation of actual linear systems si.nce such systems . . 
generally may be represented as constant coefficient, 
• 
linear differential equations satisfying the form of 
equation (1.1). 





mod.el, des ;Lgnat.ed as 
~' 
are given by (4). 
...... 
- ' •.•.• - ..• : - • - • . • . f" ; ,,i;·. 
,.. 
a = . ( 1 •. 2) · , 
., . 
., 
• .,..- -'f 
' ,. 
; ,.' ··:·. 1,-, · 111 ,'. "' 
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(This equation as.sumes that the matrix X is of rank p, 
· which is true if. the variables x1 .of. equation .(1.1) are 
known to be linearly i.ndependent .• ) 
I ..
These estimates of a are the best, linear un~ias.ed 
• a 
estimates obtainable when the'. co.nditions on Y ,. X, an4 e 
are satis.fied. (cf •. th·e·. Gauss-Markoff the·o.r·em, 7). 
. 
. 
Least squares est.imation, then, provides a s·tra~ght-
forward technique ·for the analysis of a linear system by 
estimati~g.those param;ters which determine the system's 
behavior. ~owever~ there exist conditions which n~gate 
the validity of the properties of these estimates. This 
circumstanc~ is di.scuss.ed in the following section. 
Cnns.ider a physical system described by the linear, 
time-in-variant differential equation 
n 
. l (1.3) 
i=O 
. The coefficients a1 ,b 1 represent the constant, unknown 




. Y (t) is the observable output, and N (t) is the unob.servable 
system noise. In. general, m < n. 
- t 
In the preceeding section it was -shown how a system 
. 
of this typ~ could be repres~nted.as a. general linear 
. -· 
. 





























To -illustrate, cons.ider a process r~presentable as 
the first ·order. differenti.al equation 
• 
-
y (.t) aY (.t) ·+ BX(.t) + N(.t) 
·c1. 4 > 
let ·Y (.t), y (.t) ' and X(.t) be ob.s·.e·r·ved .at times .. (t 1 ,t 2 ) so 
as to obtain th~ set of equations (1.5) 
• 
.Y ( t.1) y ( t~l) X(t1 ) a N. ( t.1 ) 
+ (1.5)· 
• Y(t 2) Y(t 2). X(t 2 ) N(t.2 ) 
The L.S.E. of a and Bare obtained ·from the application of 
equation (1. -3). 
' 
A 2 • X 2+x ~ (Y lxl +Y 2·x2) 
. 1. _Xl yl a - l. 2 1 
,.. 
0 




where x1 s X(t 1 ); Y1: Y(t1); etc. 
· Now, let the matrix of observed values X(t1), Y(t1 ) 
etc., be replaced by a matrix of observable random values. 
Assume that the random variables represent the super-
position of error, arisi~g from the measurement of the 
data, and the non-random variables X(t) and Y(t) ·ce~g., 
let X(t) be replaced in ·equation (1.5) by the term 
. . ' 
X(.t) + e (t), where e (.t) re·presents the unobs·erva.ble 




































the p.re.sence of t.he .meas·urement noise a.f.fects. the proper~ 
ties of the L. S. E·. of the: ai and bi. 
This question has been tre~ted by.·Bhattacharyya ( 1 ) 
. . who demonstrates th~t the pres~nce of ·error of the type 
describ.ed above ·in the obs·ervable variables of syst·ems 
' 
of the form (1. 4) induces both bias.edness and i~consistency 
in the L.S.E. He proves _that for nois·e-to-s.ignal ratios 
above certain values, the asymptotic bias of the L.S.E. 
tends to 100%. In other words tne asymptotic L.S.E. it-
self tends to zero, r~gardles~ of the true value of the 
parameter. These conditions are shown to hold for both 
time-variant and invariant systems. 
The results· cited above present serious obs·tacles to 
the use of least-squares es·timation for the analysis of 
physical syst~ms. Data collect.ed for the purposes of 
process identification inevitable include varying amounts 
of unwant.ed error. This is particularly true when it is 
necessary to obtain the values of the time derivatives 
of the system under st.udy, since it is these data which 
are most commonly af flict.ed wi.th substantial error levels. 
This restriction on the order of the differential 
equations permitt.e~ i~ the process analysis severely 













T.h.e possib.ility ol c·i.rc·umve.nti~g the ·problem assQci-
at.ed with the necess.ity of .col.lecti~g and an.alysi~g la;rge .. 
amounts of ex-ror dist·or.t.ed ,· mult·i.-variab.le data promp·t.ed 
the development of a new techni·q.ue fQr a~alysis. The . 
method report.ed on and us.ed in this .thesis models the 
eransfer ftinction of line,r t·ime-invariant systems and 
. requires knowl.e~ge only .of the· input and output of the 
system as ftinctions of time. Extensions of the method 
have been made to permit. greater. generality and ease of 
use. 
• 
Least~squares estimation, ·provides an accurate and 
efficient tec.hnique f·or modeli~g the parame:ters of linear 
systems when certain conditions with.respect to the amount 
of error contained within the data are met. The L.S.E. 
provided by this method, within these res·trictions, are 
the best, unbiased linear estimates of the system 
I 
parameters. 
However, the reliability of the L.S.E. when the 
co.ndition§ on error levels are violated is questiona~le~ 
Bhattacharyya has shown that. in the presenc, of measurement 
• error, least-squares estimators are both bias.ed and 
i.nconsistent. Si.nee measurement error is essenti.ally 









least-squares est'imation is not in general a satisfactory 
t.echnique. Hence the· need. for alt·e·rnate· .methods is 
established, leadi~g to the dev~lopment of a technique 
0 
which requires relatively simple. data for o.p·eration, and 
\ 
avoids the necessity of kno~l.e~ge of the time derivatives , 
of the system. 
The method is present.ed in Chapter :t:I. A FORTRAN 
program for implem.enti~g the technique under very. general 
conditions has also been develop.ed, and is discussed in 
. . 
Chapter II. Results obtained by the use of the pr~gram 
~·. on a variety of data representing controlled systems and 
the statistical ch·aracteristics of these re:su.lts are 
presented in Chapter III. Finally, Chapter IV presents 
the application of th.e p.rogram .to the analysis of an 
actual system. 
\ 










.CH·APTER II . 
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In the ·pr.ecee·di~g chapter, it was establish.ed that 
~ there is a need fo.r .modeli~g .techniques whi.ch would be 
applicable to a wide ra~ge of ·arbitrarily complex systems 
and for which the identification scheme would require .. 
relatively simple use-r-supplied data. 
This chapter will serve the dual purpose of (1) 
presenti~g a method of linear system analysis which 
satisfies the criteria mentioned above, and (2) present-
i~g the Fortran pr~gram pack~ge wh.ich has been written 
to implement the method. 
The formulation of the technique described in 
.:Section 2.1 is due t9 Dr. R. K. BhattachaTyya. (2 ) 
2 .1 De ri vat ion of the Alg·o·ri·thm 
Consid~r the multiple-input, multiple-output linear 
process represented in f~gure 2.1. There are· k inputs 
and r outputs. Let the system variables be_ given by:. 
(1). the jth system output, Yj(t), which is an 
unobservable, non-random variable such that 
Yk(t) and Yl(t) are functionally independent, 
(~) th.e jth observable outp.ut Z.(t) which is_ given J 
by Zj(t) = Yj(t) + Nj(t)9where Nj(t) is an 
unobservable random variable, and 
.. 
12 
' ,,• ,.,· .. 






















(3.) the .1.th·. obs·.ervable in.put, x1 (.t). 
'-._/ Y1 (t) 
N1 (t) 
' x1 (t) z1 (t) 
• • 0 
• • • 
• • 
y (t) (t) 
X:k ( t) r r z ( t) r , 
Figure 2.1 
The process itself may be modeled as the set of 
constant coefficient linear differential equations (2.1). 
/ 
.. . Y·j· (.t) 
d l. aij • 
dt 1 
k 
= . l 
1=1 
mR,j 
·.( l b • • n i=O l.JN 1· 
4 
.t· (.t ) . d . )J=l, ••• ,r 
dt 1 
(2 .1) 
If it is assumed that at time t=O the syst.em is 
quiescent, then the complex frequency domain representa-
tion of equation (2.1) becomes: 
~l(s) H (s) • 11 





Here, ;: . . b. 0•·1 +. b.1. • • S. 
.~ ~] . ] 1 
a • + a •• s OJ 1J 
. 
• • B (s) lk .-






+. • • • + hDlj SmJ. i 
· 1· · ··1· · · · 
a' ] 
· and s denotes the. complex. freque·.ncy .plane. 
. ( 2. ·2) 




. To .avoid the ·prol.if·eratiqn of .sub:scripts and 
.. 
supers·cripts, t.h.e ... ·r·e·mai.nder· of thi·s. dev.e.lop.ment will 
treat only a si~.gle-input, si~gl·e-.outp.ut sys.t·em. The 
results, ho.wever·, ·are ea~sily expand ab.le .'to· sy.s.t·ems of 
the complexity of. f ~.gure ·2 •. 1. 
" 
For the si~gle input, s_i~gle output system we have, 






=. l bi 
i=O 




with a~, bi' H(s), !Ct), and X(t) defined as before. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Assume that ah estimate of the transfer ftinction, 
H(s), has been made. Let 1 " L- [H(s.)] be used to compute 
an estimate of Y(t) ,. 'given as ·y(t), by operati~g on the 
known input X(t). If .the estimate of H(s) is accurate--
arid if we ignore the existence of noise for the moment--
the calculated values Y(t) should correspond fairly close~ 
ly to the observed values of the output~ Z(t). However, 
.. . 
if the estimate of H(s) is erroneous, then there will be 
". 
a substantial discrepency between Y(t) and Z(t). Let 
this difference between the comput.ed 
by designated as e (t); knee 
,... 
e(t) E Y(.t)· - Z(t) 
:14. 
) .. 
and obs·erved values 
• 
., 











In the Lapl.ace ·transform .representation, equation 
(2. 6) b:e c·o.mes 
' 
A 
E{s) = Y(s) ~ Z(s) 
From equations (2 .•. 3) and (2 •.. 5), equation c2· •. 7)· may also 
be written as 
·' 
,.. A ,.. 
b. + b s + +· b m • • • s . .-o . ·1· . . 
·m E (s) - X(s) 
-
Z (s) (2. 8) - ,.,. ,.,. 
n a + al + ••• + s 0 
• 
' It is obvious that if a _"good" solution to the problem 
is defined to be one which minimizes the sum, Ije(t)j, 
t 
over the interval specified, then the problem becomes one 
'li of determining the a., b., m, and n~ which achieve that 
· 1 1 
goal. Unfortunately the structure of equation (2.8) 
(and equivalently, equation (2.5) ) is such that 
estimation of the parameters by the method of least-
• 
squares. requires knowle~ge of the time derivatives of 
the system vari~bles X(t) and Z(t). The unsuitability 
of least squares estimation under such conditions was 
• discuss.ed.in the previous chapter. However, it can 
be d'em1>nstrat.ed that by reformulati~g equation c2·. 8) it 
is possible to produce an iterative method of det·ermini~g -
f'to A 
the a1•s and bi's (and, to a certain -extent, n and m) usi~g 
















This method does not· re.qui.re knowle~ge of. t.he h~gher 
o.rder t·ime. ·deri·vat.i.ves :of X(t) and Z.(.t)· and.hence· avoids· 
the complications· ·p.r.evi.ous ly. di.s:c~s.s.ed. 
·This is t.he· ap·pro.ach .. adopt.ed· by ·Dr •. Bhat·t'.acharyya 
. . in his ~evelop.ment of t.he· t·e·chni:q.ue :outli.ned· below. 
Bro.~dly stat.ed, an ini ti.al, non:- critical .. guess va·lue of 
the a.'s is us.ed to establish a system of p equations in 1 
n u~knowns (p<n), with the ai's and bi's appeari~g as 
variables.to be determined. Linear prpgrammi~g is then 
used to obtain those values of ai a.nd ·b 1 which minimize 
the sum of the absolute values of the even terms given 
by equation (2.5). The process is repeat.ed, using the 
A 
t. from the last iteration as the current starting 1 
' 




successive runs. At that time, the process is considered 
, 
to have converg.ed to those values of the a 1 and bi which 
A A provide ·at ·1·e·ast· as. good a solution as any other ai, bi 
for the order of H(s) chosen initially. 
termed "optimal". 
" A These a1 , bi are 
To see how such calculations may be perf6rmed, 
assume that an e.quation which expresses the error at the 
pth iteration and which conve~ges to an i·rreducable error 
when the optimal a1 , bi are obtain.ed is gi.ven by: 





















1 X(s) n·p .... 
.. ·nP· 
-· Z (s) . 
. nP-
= Hp (s) 
nP 
·ap. + aP s + • • • 0 1 
n + s . 
ap-l (.t) L"'1 I 8q 1 X(s)] ---q 
. Dp-
·aP-1 Ct) - L1 ·sq Z (s)] -




from equations (2.9) thro~gh (2.11), we. have 
Since for any_ given tit is possible to evaluate 












known constants in equation (2.12). Hence, 
~p-l(t) and ap-l(t) for times t=T,2;, ••• ,AT, q q 
. 
where. AT and T are, respectively, the total time and 
sampliµg interval used to.determine X(t) and Z(t), a 
system of A simultaneous equations ·in the parameters 
Pc > Pc > P P P P d P e -T , e 2 T ,. • • • , b O , b 1 , • • • , a O , a 1 , • • • , an an i s 




the bp's and q 
Obviously, the obj·ective :function is the 
A . 
of . .- ! . ep (i.T) • If a s.olution ·e:xists then 
i=l 
aP' s: calculat.ed are. guarante.ed to. be at q 
least as. good as any others in the minimizing of 
17 










fleP(t) •• The a: obtained from 1 this step provide the 
starting nP for the next iteraction~ unless convergence 
has been achieved. 
Stated in the form of an a~gorithm, the procedure 
· is given by: 
.. 
(1) Obtain values of X(t) and Z(t) at times 
(:2) 
(3) 
t=T,2T, ••• ,RT • 
Select initial values for the a. 
4 q Select 
the order of the transfer function, i.e., 
values for n and m. 
Evaluate a (AT) and a (AT) for A=l,2, ••• ,R q· q· 
by the use of equations (2.10) and (2.11). 
(4) Construct a linear programming problem 
(hereafter referred to as L.P.P.) by utilizi~g 
the R equations (2.12) as the constraints and 
• 
the minimi~ation of r. e(AT) as the objective 
A=l 
functions. In the formulation of the problem, 
do not fo~get to take into account the nature 
of the variab1es eP(AT), a:, and b:, These are: 
a) the ep (A-T)- and bp are unrestr.ict.e·d in value q 
while 
I 
b) the a must be strictly positive if the q • .. 










.·-•. ·.-.-:. - -·-----::- . 
Applying stand·ard linear pr~gr·ammi~g "tricks" to the 
above restrictions, we obtain the L.P.P. as: 
MINIMIZE 
p+ p- . p+ p- . ZVAL=e (t)+e (T)+ ••• +e _(AT)+e _(A-T)+MRo~· •• +MRn· 
• 
S/T + · · - p+ p- p-1 p p-1 · ep (T·)•ep (-T) -(b · -b · )a (T)- ••• -a B (-T)=O 
(S) 
· 0 0 0 n n 









zvA.t 0 , stop; otherwise begin again at step 
1 (3), using the a. q 
The structural simplicity of the algorithm, 
unfortunately, does not carry over into its computational 
: 
• 
aspects. For this reason, the technique's potentials are 
best exploited by the utilization of a computer pr~gram, 
which· has been designed to al1ow the us~r the. greatest 
possible flexibility in problem formulati-0n and 
analysis. The remai.nder of this chapter will present the 
pr~gram which has been developed to .perfo·rm the a~gorithm 
under quite_ general co.nditions. Iti cbnjunction with the 









explanation of the pr~gram, a presentation will be made 
of the basic mathematical techniques used at ~ach step 
of the algorithm, This is done in an effort. to· ensure 
that a user of the program will have the necessary 
knowle~ge to apply the method either directly or in a 
.., 
form modified to suit his particu~ar needs. 
The identification scheme presented above may be 
divided into 3 primary_ areas of operation. These are: 
1) pr~gram initialization, which includes data 
input and problem construction, 
2) calculation of the aP(t) and aP(t), and q q 
3) formulation and solution of the L.P.P. 
In order to provide a straightforward logical 
structure, the program is organized· along similar lines. 
Because it has been wr·itten to accommodate multiple-in-
put, multiple-output systems and, additionally~ to allow ) 
the user the option of incorporatiµg one or several time-
delays into the model, the program consis·ts of three main 
. levels. These levels rep resent the loops est.ab lish.ed 
\l) to perform all ·the modeli~g request.ed by the user of 


















.L.evel ·1: -th·i·s. :l.e.vel· .re·p·re.s en t-s. :t.h·e ·sy:s.tem .out.p.u t 
c·ur.rent_ly .be .. i.~g· .mo.del.ed·. ·Each out:p.ut is 
mo.·deled· .c·omp.let·e1·y i.nd·ep·e:nden·tly of the 
ot.hers. The ·pr~g~am will index thr·ough 
Le.v·e1· 1· until .all o.ut:p.uts h.ave ·been 
,( I ' .,.. l,, . , .,• 
. -. 
. ·. 
modeled. Level 1 is the oute·rmost loop • 
' 
Level 2: · this level constitutes the time-delay(s) 
which the user has indicated are to be 
performed on the output currently 
functional at Level 1. The pr~gram will 
index through the required delays for the 
current output before returni~g to Level 1 
for the next output. 
Level 3: this is the level at which the identi-
fic•tion a~gorithm is performed. Level 
3 controls the execution of the pr~gram 
) 
thro~ghout the iterative procedure until 
convergence (or some other termination 
point) has been achieved. At that time 
control returns to Level 2. 
• 
F~gure 2.2 .presents a .schematic of the· maj·or portions 
' 
of the pr~gr·am. As shown, .overall co.n·trol res:ides with 











MAIN PROGRAM: · TRNSFR 
INPUT DATA 
LIST DATA 
LEVEL 1 .. INDEX THROUGH 
THE OUTPUTS 
.___. LEVEL 2 - INDEX THROUGH THE TIME DELAYS 
. 
. 
LEVEL 3 - r-ERFORM ALGORITHM 
CONSTRUCT THE LP PROB 
CALC~TE THE Cl1q(t~'s 
CALL SLOPE -------t--1. 
, 
CALL ALPBT ____ _._ ___ =--_,... 
INSERT THE G:1gi t ) 's INTO 
CONSTRAINT MATRIX . 
CALCULATE THE 1q(t)'s 
CALL SLOPE -----1--t 
CALL ALPBT -----+--;;::;_--c 
INSERT THE J,J1q(t) 's INTO THE CONSTRAINT MATRIX 
SET UP -THE ·REMAINDER OF THE 
L.P. PROBLEM 
CALL SMPLX 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OR 
IMPROVEMENT 
NO·----a: 
1. REITERATE ALGORITHM 
.__.. 2. MODEL ANOTHER TIME DELAY 
3. MODEL ANOTHER OUTPUT 







CALCULATE THE SLOPES 
RETURN 
2 
. SUBROUTINE ALPBT 
' 
CALL COEF 






CALL SOLN ' 









SOLVE.THE L.P. PROBLEM 
RECOVER THE VALUES OF THE 





























rules necess.i tat.ed· by the th.r·ee ·pr~·gr·am .1.evels. The 
· main ·pr~·gr·am is :also- .re'.s.'p·onsi.b.1·.e ·for i;np.ut ,:. :out:p.ut, and 
' . the. cons·truction .of .. the· ·1. :e-·. p·. · .All: ·cal·culat.ions ·are 
performed in t.he· ·ap·p.ro·priate :su·br:outi.nes. 
v A detail.ed· -e·xamination .of t.be: various r:outines is 
. presented below. Any mathematical meth.ods: util·iz.ed -by 
the program which were not ·pre.sent.ed d·uri~g the develop-
, 
ment of the bas.ic a~gorithm are explain.ed as they are 
used in the subroutines. Because of its .executive 
responsibility, the main program, TRNSFR, is present.ed 
last. A source listi~g of the pr~gram is given in 
Appendix A. 
• 
The solution of equations (2.11) and (2.12) requires 
an expression for the Laplace transform of the input, 
X(s), and th.e output, Z(s). This expression must be 
obtained from the values for X(t) and Z(t) observed at 
the discrete times t=t 1 ,t2 , ••• ,tn. Let the interval 
between observations be given by T. Denote the values 
-
observed for X(t) and Z(t) at time t=tg+kT as X(k) and 
Z (k) (k=l,2, ••• ,n). 
If T is chosen to be small. c·omp·ared to the p·eri.od 
of the syst·em, then X(.t) and Z (.t) may be· '.reaso·nably 
approximated as a superp9sition of steps and· ramps. Let 
.,:-;.-. 









J . .' 
'i. 
,' 
U'(t-T) and V(t-T) represent, respectively, a unit step 
and a ramp with unit slope, both occurri~g at time t=T • 
. Then over the interval [t0+T, t 0+n.T], the system in.put 
may be modeled as 
.. 
n 
X(t) = X(l)U(t-to) + · l p(k):v(t-(to+<-~-.1).T)) 
. k=l 
· (2.13) 
Here, p(k) is ·the slope of a ramp $tarting at time 
t=t + (k-l)T such that 0 
k-1 
X(k) = X(l) + . l {Tp (i)x(i.) (k=2, 3, ••• ,n) (2.14) 
i=l 
Obviously, 
p (1) _ X(2) - X(l) 
- T 
p ( 2 ) = ._X .._( 3..,.) __ -_X __ (._· 1_.· )_-___ 2 T ...... ·p_.,ll(.._1..._) · 
T 
p(k) = X(k+l)-X(l)-2Tp(k-1)-3Tp(k-2)- ••. -kp(l) ( 2 .lS) 
T 
Similarly, Z(t) may be modeled as 
n 
z(t) = z(1)u(t-t0 ) +. I t(k)V(t-Ct0+Ck-l)T)) k•l 
with the y(k) analogous in definition to the p(k). 
~ 
(2.16) 
Subroutine SLOPE calculates these slopes for ·both 
the inputs and outputs usi~g equation (2.14). A flow-
chart of slope is presented in Figure .2.3. All data 
necessary for the subroutine's operation is provided by 































































































































































.. 'l'"_ •• ,_-~.'!; ;;,. ;:~, ,,_. --::··~- ': . 
.. ........,......,.... __ ...........,.._ ... __ __ 
CALL SLOPE (X,RHO,TAU, LAMDA). 
The dummy arguments are 
. 
X == a vector .of le~gth. (LAMDA+.l), containi~g 
the observed values of the input or out-
put to be mod~led. I 
l 
IHO = a vector of length {LAMDA) contai~i~g the 
calculat.ed slopes. {at output only) 
TAU = The time interval used in the sampling. 
\ 
LAMDA = The number of slopes to be calculat.ed. 
Subroutines called by SLOPE: None 
* Subroutine SOLN. 
Equations (2.14) and -(2.16) represent models of the 
input and output as functions of time. However, the 
evaluation of the aP(t) and BP(t) by equations (2.11) and ( q q 
(2.12) requires these models to be given in the Laplace 
transform representation. 
This is easily obtained, yie.lding 
_ ·x(.l·)e-stQ + ~ . fil · -s(t 0+(k--l)T) X(s) - s . L P 2 e ' 
k=l s 
(2.17). 
Substi~uting for X(-s) ·in ~quati-on (2.1-1), we have 
+ I P(;le-s(t0+(k-l)TJ] 
k=l s 
*Adap~ed from a program supplied by Dr. P. Lopresti, 









.. ' '- . ·· ... ' ,. '; '. -~:·· ... •. " ' 
, 
.. 
The ~xpression for ap-l(t) is obtained in the same manner. 
' q 
and 
a p-1 Ct)= q 
these equations may be simplified in appearance by 
defining f~(t) and gp(t) as follows: • q . q 
fp(t) - -1 sq c!.> l - [ -q DP s 
gP(t) -1 sq cl > l- I P ::.: -q 2 D s 




. n . 





Since we do not require a (t) and a (t) as continuous q q 
functions of time, but rather only at t~e sample points 
t-t0+T, ••• ,t0+nT it is not necessary to solve equations ~ 
(2.20) and (2.21) analytically. 
What is required is a means of evaluatina the 

















sample· times mentioned •. This type of problem app.ears 
frequently in time-domain analysis, and several methods 
are available for its solution (3). The technique 
utilized in SOLN consists of computi~g the discrete 
transition matrix t(t) of the linear, time-inuariant 
systems whose transfer functions are given by the 
quantities in brackets in equations (2.20) and (2.21). 
Figure 2.4 presents a flowchart of subroutine SOLN. 
The transition matrix ~(t) is evaluated for a 
specified increment of time by means of the equation 
. ,. 
n 




The right hand side of equation (2.24) represents the 
(2.24) 
AT truncated matrix exponential e , which gives the exact 
value of t(t). Here, Tis the specified time increment, 
! 
and A is the state variable coefficient matrix. 
The program_ generates the. matrix A from the 
denominator coefficients of the transfer function. The 
infinite series is terminated when the log 10 ·of the 
resulti~g Taylor series remainder reaches -8 (a f;Lgure 
which has proven adequate in terms of pr~gram accuracy). 
I A more rapid conve~gence is obtained by scali~g tlie A 
matrix by a similarity transformation. Roundoff errors 
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SUBROUTINE SOLN (PHI,H,AN,T,N) 
CALCULATE K • THE NUMBER OF 
TERMS NECESSARY TO OBTAIN A 




DIVIDE THE TIME 
INCREMENT BY 2 
1 
CONSTRUCT THE A-MATRIX 
THE DENOMINATOR COEFS. 
FROM 




- I nl 
n•l 
SQUARE t(t) THE REQUIRED 
NUMBER OF TIMES TO CORRECT 























obtain a remai.nder less than 10-S, the input T is halved 
until ·n<36. 
-
T'he resultiµg t(t) is squared the required 
number of times to ~gree with the or~ginal T. (It should 
be not.ed that SOLN computes only t (t), · not f (.t) and q 
g (t). These quantities are recovered in subroutine q 
COEF, which is discussed below). 
Entrance to SOLN is made by the calli~g statement 
CALL SOLN (PHI,H,AN,T.N) 
with the dummy arguments being as follows: 
PHI - The computer transition matrix (at 
output only) 
H = 'The vector of denominator coefficients up 
AN -
to, but not including, AN (i.e., H contains 
and so on. 
The coefficient of sn in the denominator 
polynomial 
T = The specifi.ed time increment 
N -
-
The order of the denominator. At output, 
PHI is the size NxN. 
















Subroutine COEF is the executive routine for the 
calculation of the f (t) and g (t). COEF formulates q . q 
the vector of denominator coefficients required by SOLN 
and passes this information, t~gether with all other· 
required input data, to SOLN. From the calculated t(t) 
COEF recovers the appropriate f (t) and g (t) for all q q q 
and t specified, and returns this information to the 
calli~g routine. A flow chart of COEF is presented in 
F~gure 2.5. Because of the non-arithmetic nature of the 
subroutine an analysis will not be presented. Potential 
users will find sufficient ex_planatory detail in the 
comments included with the subroutin~ listing •. 
where 
Subroutine COEF is called by the s~atement 
CALL COEF (B,N,NQ,TAU,LAMDA,F,G) 
B = A vector containing the ai of equation (2.5) 
N 
obtained at the previou~ iteration. B(l) 
contains a 0 , B(2) contains a 1 , etc. 
= The order of nP in equation (2.5), i.e., 
the order of the denominator of the transfer 
function bei~g modeled. 
NQ = The highest value of q to be evaluated in 
equations (2.20) and (2.21). 
.31 































CONSTRUCT FROM B THE 
DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS 
FOR F, GIVEN BY BF. 
CO~STRUCT THE DENOMINATElt 
COEFFICIENTS FOR G,, 
CIVEN BY BG. 
• 
I • 1 
._.~CALCULATE THE DISCRETE TIME 




RECOVER G(T ,Q) 
NO 









FIGURE 2.5 FLOWCHART OF SUBROUTINE COEF 
.. 
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TAU • The sampling interval 
· LAMDA = The number of sample poi·nts being modeled 
F = A ma\rix containi~g the calculat.ed values 
of the f (t). The row number indicates q 
the sample point (i.e., t); the column 
.number indicates. the q (0,1,2, ••• NQ). 
G = A matrix contairti~g g (t). The indices q 
are the same as for F. 
Called Subpr~grams: SOLN .. 
.•.: ; 
This subroutine computes a (t) and a (t), which q q 
provide the data necessary for the composition of the 
L.P.P. 
Recalling equations (2.20) and (2.21), 
(2.20) 
n 
+ I y(k)gP-1 ct-Ct0+Ck-l)T) k=l q 
(2.21) 
we see that the information necessary for the evaluation 
· of u (t) and a (t) is supplied by subroutines SLOPE and q q 
COEF. All that remains to be done is the assembly of 

































I • 1 
• 
~ - 1 
I RHO(M) G(I-M-1,K) 
••l 
CALCULATE 
a(ID I K) • X*F(I K) + SUM 
-
-

































ALP BT performs this assembly, and stores in c·o·11won the 
calculated values of the a (t) or a (t). The technique 
. . q q 
consists of a stra~ghtforward application of equation 
(2.20). Since the absolute time tis irrelevant to the 
solution of the L.P. problem constructed from the-a (t) 
' q 




subroutine, but in all, routines except SOLN. The "time" ·• 
is replaced with the position in the observed sample of 
the data point being fitt~d. 
A flow chart of ALPBT is given in Figure 2.6. The 
subroutine is called with the statement 
where 
X 
CALL ALPBT (X,B,N,NQ,ID,TAU,LAMDA,RHO) 
= The first data point of the interval over 
which the modeling is to be done. In 
reality, X = X(t0+-r) .or Z(t0+-r). 
B =· The vector of denominator coefficients • 
N The order of the denominator. -
... 
\ 
NQ The order of - the numerator + 1. 
ID - An index identifyi~g the input of outpu-t 
currently b~i~g calculat.ed. 
~I '.,. ... •. 
·,·. 







LAMDA = The nu~ber of points to be calculat.ed. 
RHO = The vector of slopes for in:put or output 
(ID) as calcula~ed by SLOPE. 
As mentioned, the calculated values of a 1 D (t) 
. ,q 
' a10 ,q(t) are stored in common in the array ALPHA and 
hence are not passed. 
or 
A word at this point concerning the variable TSTRT 
is in order. TSTRT represents the time value at the 
b~ginni~g of the modeling interval, i.e., t 0 • In most 
instances TSTRT will be input as zero. However, to 
allow for those cases in which it is either not possible 
or not desired to model the data from time t=O, TSTRT 
provides the user with a method of modeling any interval 
t=[a,b]. There is a caution regarding the use of TSTRT, 
however, and that is that the sample values of the inputs 
and outputs which are fed into the program as part of the 
initial data must themselves start at. time .(TSTRT + TAU), 
not at t<(TSTRT + TAU). The value of TSTRT is input by 
the user, and is s tor.ed i:p. comm.on. 
default value of zero. 
~ 
It does not have a 
Subroutines called by ALPBT:COEF 
Subroutine SMPLX applies the simplex a~gorithm to 





















The constraint matrix C, objective function vector 
VALX,. and R.H.S. vector PRDT are stored in comaon as they 
are constructed in TRNSFR, hence little information is 
passed to SMPLX at execution. 
The theory of the simplex algorithm is well docu-ent-
ed ( 9, 12 ) . SMPLX is a stra~ghtforward applicat-
ion of the a~gorithm, written to require as small a 
memory storage requirement as possible. This routine is 
the only subroutine with printout capabilities. If a 
condition of infeasibility or an unbounded solution 
occurs duri~g the computation, an appropriate error 
~ 
mess~ge is print.ed and control returned to the main 
program. 
. Followi~g a normal termination of the algorithm, 
SMPLX r.eeovers from the variables in solution those which 
represent the numerator and denominator coefficients of 
the transfer function currently being modered. These 
values are stored in common in the arrays COEFD and 
COEFNP and control is returned to TRNSFR. 
.. A flowchart of SMPLX is_ given in Figure 2.7. The 





CALL SMPLX (N,M,NFLG,ZVAL,ID) 




























CALCULATE VALUE OF OBJECTIVE 
FUNCTION. RECOVER NUMERATOR/ 
DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS 
• FROM BASIC VARIABLES. 
RETURN 
CONSTRUCT INITIAL BASIC 
VARIABLE.VECTOR 
• 
DETERMINE ENTERIN~ NON-BASIC 
VARIABLE CALCULATE RULX • NET 
CONTR. OF EACH VARIABLE FINO 
Z~ • LARGEST RULX 
NO 
DETERMINE ~HE LEAVING BASIC 
VARIABLE CALCULATE AMT~ THE 




PERFORM ROW-COLUMN OPERATION 
UPDATE R.H.S. VECTOR UPDATE 
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= The number of variables in the problem. 
(This includes slack, allocation, and 
artif.icial variables) • 
NFLG = An error flag. A value of -1 for NFLG 
at the output of SMPLX indicates an error 
of the type mentioned above, i.e., infeasibil-
ity or unboundedness. 
ZVAL = The value of the objective function at out-
put. SMPLX is set up to ~erform maximization. 
ID = The number of the system output currently 
bei~g modeled. 
Subroutines called by SMPLX: None 
TRNS.FR 
TRNSFR is the executive routine for the entire 
program. As indicated by Figure 2.2, TRNSFR maintains 
control of the flow of calculations throughput the 
modeling, and performs all input/output operations 
• 
(with the exception of the error messages mentioned in 
connection with subroutine SMPLX) •. A flow chart of 
TRNSF1 is present.ed in Figure 2.8 • 
. 
All user-supplied information is input to the 
















PROGRAM TRHS FR 
READ INPUT- DATA;LIST DATA 
CURRENT OUTPUT (LEVEL 1) 
DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF 
POINTS TO BE USED IN THIS 
MODELING. ALLOW FOR THE 
TIKI-DELAY REQUIREMENTS. 
(# OF MODELING PTS. !. 75)~ 
' BEGIN THE MODELING FOR 
TijE CURRENT TIME-DELAY 
(LEVEL 2) 
CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF 
CONSTRAINTS FOR THE L.P.P. 
CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF 





ZERO OUT THE CONSTRAINT· 
MATRIX. PUT IN THE 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE ERROR 






BEGIN THE CALCULATIONS or 
THE a (t). EACH INPUT IS 
CALCU~ATED SEPARATELY. 
~ET UP THE VECTOR OF SAMPLE 
......,.POINTS FOR THE INPUT TO 
BE.TREATED 
.. 


















































. . . 
UPDATE THE CONSTRAINT 
MATRIX TO INCLUDE THE 
oq(t)'• FOR EACH INPUT. 
• 
BEGIN THE CALCULATIONS OF 
THI Sq(t). EACH INPUT WILL 
REQUIRE A SEPARATE CALCULA-
TION. 
SET UP THE VECTOR OF SAMPLE 
POINTS FOR THIS OUTPUT 
CALL SLOPE 
CALCULATE THE S (t)'s FOR 
THE CURRENT INP3T/OUTPUT 






UPDATE THE CONSTRAINT MATRIX 
TO INCLUDE ALLS (t)'s 
THIS COMPLETES THE CONSTRAINT 
MATRIX SET UP THE OBJECTIVE 











FIGURE 2.8 (CONTINUED) FLOWCHART OF PROGRAM TRNSFR 
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PRIKT ERROR MESSAGE 
I 
NO YES 





MAKE NEXT OUTPUT 
CURRENT OUTPUT 
INCREMENT ITERATION COUNTER 




MAKE LATEST COEFFICIENTS 
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HAKE TIIE CURRENT SOLUTION 
THE HF.ST SOLUTION 
RECORD THE NUMERATOR AND 
DESOMINATOR COEVFICIENTS 
CALCULATE AND STORE TH! 
ZEROES OF ALL TRANSFER 
· FUUCTIONS MODELED. 
DO FOR EACH INPUT/OUTPUT 
COMBINATION SET UP THI 
NUMERATOR COEFFICIENT 
VECTORS CALL POLRT 
STORE THE ZEROES 
CALCULATE AND STORE THI 
POLES OF !LL TRANSFER 
FUNCTIONS MODELED. 
DO FOR EACH INPUT/OUTPUT_ 
COMBINATION SET UP THE 
DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENT 
VECTORS CALL POL Rt 
STORE THE POLES ,. 
PRINT OUT POLES, ZEROES, AND 
. THE TIME-DELAY WHICH 
PROVIDED BEST RESULTS. 
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FIGURE 2.8 (CONTINUED) FLOWCHART .OF PROGRAM TRNSFR 
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l 
With the completion of input, the pr~gram is 
initialized and execution b~gins. Each output is 
modeled i.ndep~ndently of the others, hence the initial 
steps consist of sel~cting the output and o~8anizi~g 
the first pass thro~gh -the algorithm. If time-delay 
J ., 
modeling is to be.performed on this output a loopi~g 
procedure is begun. 
\ ~ 
To conserve memory, the linear pr~grammi~g problem 
given in section 2.1 is construct.ed as the values of 
ap-l(t) and ap-l(t) become available to TRNSFR. For q q 
this reason, prior to any calculations tho~e portions 
of the constraint matrix which represent the error, 
artificial, and slack variables are formulated. This 
is easily done, as these terms all have coefficients of 
1 or -1 in the problem. (In fact, if arra~ged properly, 
as is done in the program, the ept and R coefficients q 
form an identity matrix which may then be used as the 
initial solution for the simplex algorithm.) 
Fo11owi~g initialization of the constraint matrix, 
the pr~gram calculates the p(k) (subroutine SLOPE) and 
a (t) (subroutine ALPBT) for each input. The constraint q . 
matrix is then updated to i.nclude the computed a (t). A ~ q 
similar procedure is followed for the y(k) and aq{t), and 














' The objective function and R.H.S. vectors are then 
constructed, and SMPLX is called to solve the assembled 
L.;e. problem. At the output of SMPLX, the values of the 
transfer function coefficients as c mputed by the simplex 
algorithm are stor.ed, and a test is · de to see if (1) 
' 
the solution (as defined by the minimization of the 
erro~) has improved, (2) the soluti<?n has converged, 
;' 
. 
or (3) the solution has moved away from conve~gence. 
Cases 1 and 3 represent instances for which at least 
one more pass thro~gh the algorithm is required, ·hence 
these cases result in reinitialization of the program 
at level 3. As lo~g as continued improvement of the 
solution is noted, reiteration will be perfarmed. If 
case 3 occurs on 5 ~uccessive runs, however, the program 
interprets this to be a non-conve~ging problem, and will 
perform no further iterations. Reinitialization in this 
instance will occur at Level 2 or Level 1, whichever is 
appropriate, and the best value of the error and its 
associated coefficients are retained for comparison. 
For case 2, in which converge.nee is rec~gnized, the 
value of the error is compared to the current best value 
at Level 2. If it is better, the eurrent value is 
replaced with this value, and the ''best'' coefficients 

















better, it is-~scarded, and reinitialization at the . 
appropri~te Level, 1 or 2, occurs. 
'-'I"··· 
When all requi r.ed Level 1 and Level 2· mod·eli~g's have 
been completed, the pr~gram contains the optim~l numerat~r 
~nd denominator coefficients for each transfer function 
modeled~ i.e., each input/output combination. The time-
~elay necessary to obtain these coefficients i~ also 
recorded for each output. The program now passes to 
the printi~g of the results. The printout consists of 
the time-delay, the orders of the transfer functions 
modele~, and the poles and zeroes of each transfer 
function. These last are of course calculated from the 
computed coefficients. Each system output is printed 
out separately. 
It must be stress.ed once more that the results 
• obtained by this technique are severely de.pendent upon 
the restrictions placed on the pr~gram by the user, 
0 
specifically • his choice of function orders, of in range 
data, range of time-delay modeling, etc. Within these 
restrictions, the program will arrive at a solution 
. 
which is "optimal", meani~g that it is at least as good 
as any other obtainable under the same limitations and 




















The followi~g chapter will present ·examples of how 
-the pr~gram may be us.ed. A number of "tricks'' of 
, 
usage which have been observed will be re~ealed. More 
important to physical system analysis, however, is the 
··• perfo~mance of the· technique when confi-ont.ed with noisy 
• 11 
data. Results obtained under the~e conditions will 
,, 
















, I . 
CHAPTER III 
APPLICATIONS OF THE PROGRAM TO ARTIFICIAL SYSTEMS . . 
The previous chapter present.ed a new meth.od (and a 
" 
computer pr~gram for its implementation) to identify a 
physical system which can b~ described as a linear 
differential equation of an arbitrary Qrder. The 
technique, as described, estimates the coefficients 
of the numerator and denominator polynomials which 
constitute the transfer function of the system. The 
estimates are chosen so as to minimize the sum of the 
• 
... 
absolute values of the difference between the observed 
<1 
t 
and the computed outputs. Thus, the identification 
scheme results in a model description of the system 
transfer function that guarantees at least as accurate 
an estimation o~ the system's response to a_ given input· 
as can be obtained from any-other transfer function of 
the same order, under the same conditions of signal and 
·~ noise. This chapter will report on the results obtained 
from the use of the pr~gram on artificial data. generated 
by computer simulation. Characteristics of the program 
which may be helpful to the analyst will also be 
mentioned; several of these should prove valuable to 
potential _users. · The operation of the. pr~gram w.ill be 
..... 
.... 





















demonstrated in a variety of .situations for various 
conditions of noise. Finally, information r~gardi~g 
the effects of noise on the estimates will be p~o~ided. 
3 .1 The Meth:o·d ·of the Experim:e·n·ts 
If properly utilized, it is possible to generate 
.... 
the data necessary for operation of the pr~gram f~om 
subroutines COEF and SOLN. As has been previously· 
... 
mentioned, SOLN and COEF may be used in combination to 
compute the inverse Laplace transform of an arbitrary 
function at any specified time. By applying this ability 
to the evaluation of the time-response of a linear system, 
it is possible to compute all input and output data values 
required to perform the algorithm. 
For example, assume that it is desired to generate 
the data for the system: 
/' Y (s) = bo + bls. 2 3 X(s) 
a 0+a1 s+a2s +s 
Where X(s) is any arbitrary input, say 





Substituti~g equation (3.2) into (3.1), we obtain 
, 
the general expression for Y(s), 


















~.,,·. '.·· .... ,._, .. -, • .. 
Therefore, we have 
~ ... _. 
. . 
X(t) - -L-1 ck2 1 (3 •. 4) 
s 
and 
Y·(t) 1.;1 .. bO.k+~l ks (3.5) - ~ [ 2 3 4 5 
a0 s +a1 s +a2s +s 
· (This assumes, of course, that the initial co.ndi tions on 
x,t) and Y(t) are 'all zero). 
We see that X(t) and Y(t) are of the form ~f equation 
• 
(2.20), hence the proper input to COEF and SOLN should 
yield the desired data. (It may be seen that this 
" 
technique is extendable to quite complex input-output 
functions.) 
The particular system generaFed by the computer and 
modeled in this chapter was 
Y(s) 1 X(s) - 2 2+3s+s 
for which b0=1, a0=2, a1=3, and a2=1. To conform to 
standard practice, the coefficient of the h~ghest power 
. 
in the denominator is always estimated as identically 
1.0 whenever modeling is performed. Therefore, for a 
system such as that in (3.6), only three co~fficients 
were actually estimated by the program. 
I 
Duri~g the development.of the a~gorithm ·prese~ted 


















was being explicitly disr~garded. The technique, as 
. formulated, assumes that it is to model a noise-free 
. 
system, hence the "best": coefficients are those which 
result in a sum of .the absolute values of the errors 
which is essentially zero. However, it must be 
reasonably expected that actuil data on which the program 
is to be used will~contain varying amounts of noise. It · 
is essential that the effects of noise be studied, 
particularly with r~gard to the manner in which they 
affect the statisticil properties of the estimates of 
the coefficients. Unfortunately, the presence of the 
absolute values in the functional relationship.between 
the error and coefficients prohibits an analytic analysis 
of the properties of the estimates. 
The method used to obtain the relevant statistics 
of the estimates was simulation. A random noise signal 
was superimpos.ed onto the output data generated by the 
computer for th~ system_ given by equation (3.6). The 
no;se used for this purpose was zero-mean, white 
Gaussian noise; it was added to the sample system output_ 
data prior to the execution of the modeling program. No 
noise was intro.duced into the system input's data. 
What was so~ght was a measur·e--both qualitative ·and 




function of the nois·e-t·o-s~gnal ratio. In this context, 
reliability was. defined to be the .accur.acy with. which an 
· output comput.ed ·from the estimate of the transf·er fu.nction 
. 
¥ . corresponds to the actual system output for a. given input 
s~gnal. The accuracy of the coefficient estimate~ was 
to be ~onsidered also. By simulati~g various noise-to-
s~gnal ratios, it was hoped that. guidelines could be 
formulated with resp.ect to the effectiveness of the 
pr~gram. 
To establish a basis of comparison for the results 
obtained at non-zero noise levels, the program was 
initially us.ed on sets of artifically_ generated noise 
free data. Under these conditions, the pr~gram proved 
itself to be capable not only of estimati~g the trans.fer 
function of the noise-free system, but also of determin-
ing, to a certain, extent, the correct order of the 
I 
function. This last feature held only if the user 
' had or~_ginally specifi.ed orders which were la~ger than 
those of the actual system. In this circumstance, the 
program would indicate that the numerator and/or 
denominator order should be lowered by (1) providing 
system poles and zeroes which effecttvely cancell.ed each 
other or (2) in the case of the numerator o.rder, simply 
.. 










(Recall that the denominator coefficients are constrained 
to be strictly positive. The pr~gram found a way to aler.~ 
• 
the user to the possib.ility of loweri~g the denominator 
order as well, however; this will be. domonstrat.ed in the 
examples.) 
3.2 Modeling of Noise-Free Data 
Data was generated for the system defined by 
equation (3.6). In this instance the input, X(t), was 
a unit step or~ginati.~g at time t=O. A sample set of 
94 data points was calculated for each of X(t) and Y(t); 
the sampling interval used was .1 sec. (For the remainder 
of this paper, a system's order will be referred to as 
the ordered pair (N,M), where N is the order of the 
numerator, and M that of the denominator. The system 
(3.6) is obviously of order (0,2).) 
The data was used to estimate the transfer function 
of the actual system; models were calculated for 5 
different order pairs: (0,2), (1,2), (0,3), (1,3), and 
(3.4). In all cases, the initial denominator coefficients 
were set to 1.0, as a completely arbitrary value. Thro~gh-
out the use of the pr~gram it was noted that the initial 
denominator values specified by the user have essentially 
no effect on the speed with which the pr~gram converges" 
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• 
.1: . 
the pr~gram needed more than 10 iterations to converge; 
0 
.  
this i.ncludes instances, presented in the next chapt~r, in 
I 
which the ratios of the optimal values to init.ial valu-es 
are greater than 10 8 • 
Table 3.1 presents the results obtained from these 
modeli~gs of the noise free data. At first glance, the 
(0,3), (1,3) ,. and (3,4) systems appear to be substantially 
in error. In fact,· each of these systems reduces to a 
very close approximation of the actual system. The (1 9 3) 
and (3,4) systems use the method of pole-zero cancellation 
previously_mentioned. Shown in factored form, they appear 
as 
• 
" (1,3)SYSTEM: H(s)=:= (s+.499987) 
(s+l.99792)(s+l.00258)(s+.499233) 
" (3,4)SYSTEM: H(s)= (.99964s 2 -1.665018s+3.99648) . . 
· v4s+2.00189)(s+.99885)(s 2-1.665175+3.99715) 
(3.8) 
which reduce.to systems of order (0,2) whose coefficients 
are accurate estimates of the· actual system. 
.. 
The (0,3) system is an example of the method by which 
' the program will attempt to reduce the order of the 
denominator. If the system is cleared of the coefficient 






















RESULTS OF SYSTEM ESTIMATION WITH NOISE-FREE DATA 
ORDER 
, 
ACTUAL SYSTEM (0.2) 1.000 2.000 3.000 
ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 
SYSTEMS ORDER BO 
1 (0.2) .9996 - - - 1.9996 2.9994 
- -
2 (1,2) .999939 .000004 
- - 1.99997 3.0000 
- -
\.n 3 
\.n (O, 3) 511.435 - - - 1022.81 1535.57 311.702 
-
------------------------------------------------4 (1,3) .499987 1.0000 
-
- 1.0000 3.50102 3.49973 
-
5 (3,4) 3.99.648 1.66502 .999643 o.o 7.99272 8.66478 1.0000 1.33558 ! 
\ 
NOTES 
1. The Bi are the coefficients of the numerator polynomials. 
2. The A1 are the coefficients of the denominator polynomials. , 
·"'· 3. The coefficient of the highest denominator power is constrained to be 1.00 











3 A N~glecti~g the s term yields an expression for ij(s) which 
is of· the corr.ect o.rder. Situations in which the 
/ 




numerator or denominator are several orders of m~gnitude 
.. 
smaller than the remaini~g coefficients should alert the 
t1 
user to the possibility of lowering ·the estimate of the 
system's ~:rder. Such a reduction ~ill not always be 
·valid,. of course, but the possibility should not be 
n~glected. 
• 
3.3 Modeling of Noisy Data 
We have demonstrated the performance of the program 
on noise-free data, and have shown that it provides an 
accurate estimate of the system transfer function. In 
addition, the pr~gram has exhibited several~properties 
of use to the analyst in the formulation of the best 
system model. The ultimate usefulness of the method, 
however, is determined ~y its performance on data of the 
type most users will supply, i.e., noisy. This phas~ of . 
,'4 
" the analysis was accomplished usi~g the simulation method 
describ.ed previously. The system mode.led was the same 
as that used for the nois·e-free data. Distributions for 
the estimates of th~ coefficients were obtained for five 
nois·e-to-s~gnal· ratios: .001, .005, .01, .OS, and .10. 





'•- ' . 
. . I;,, ,'. .,.,-
• 
.... 
simulation consist.ed of operatiµg the pr~gram to 
conve~ge.nce on one of the 60 sets of. data gener.at.ed 
by the computer for that particular noise. level. 
Table 3.2 presents the results obtained ·from the 
simulations. From the samples were calculat.ed the mean, 
standard deviation, and percent bias of the estimates of· 
the coefficients for each noise level. The percent bias 
' 
is defined as 
% BIAS ~[Esti~at.ed·Valu~]·-[Actu,1 Value] xlOO [Actual Value] 
<'I (3.10) 
where the estimat.ed value in this instance is given by 
the mean of the ~ample. Confidence intervals for the 
estimate means are also listed. 
In addition to thes.e statistics, assumptions 
r~gardi~g the normality of the sample distributions 
were tested usi~g the calculated skewness and kurtosis 
of each sample. These results are given in Table 3.3 
As indicated, on the basis of the measures of skewness 
·alone, there is no evidence of.non-normality. The 
mea~ure of kurtosis, however, exhibits non-normality at 
the highest noise level. It would appear that it is 
reasonable to assu~e a normally distribut.ed sample at 
noise levels below 5%; this assumption does not appear 
to be valid at the higher noise level. 
•. 
fJ 




RESULTS OF SYSTEM ESTIMAT.ION WITH NON-ZERO NOISE 
Actual Transfer Function Estimated Tran.'sfer function 
A > 
bo H(s) = 1 H(s) = 2 
s +3s+2 2 A A 
s +al s+ao 





'o '1 RATIO 
MEAN SD %BIAS MEAN SD %BIAS MEAN SD %BIAS V1 
co-
.001 • 9 9 9.9 .0022 -.01 1.99997 .0039 -.015 3.0011 • 00.81. +.037 




• 0419 +.325 3.0140 .0768 +.47 1.0037 +.37 2.00.65 .Ol28 
.05 .9458 .1414 -5.42 1.9311 .2482 -3.45 2.8503 .4887 -4.99 















95% CONFIDENCE INTE.RVALS FOR THE 
MEANS OF THE SAMPLE ESTIMATES 
B 
. 'O· .. A · · A · ·o· · · ·. · · · : · · · · ·· · ·. ·1 
MEAN . ·"ME.AN· 
··MEAN· 
i 








• 9 9 85 ±. 00.·2 75 5 7 , l •. 9.;9.7.6.± .• 0.0.4.8.225. 2. 9.9.6.4±. 009 69 6 
1 •. 0 03 7.± •. 00.5 8.18 .2 •. 00.6 5.± •. o 1.0.6.9 2 3 .• 0.14.0± .• 019.5 9 7 
..9 45.8.± •. o 3.60 81. . .1 •. 9.3.11.± .•. 0.6 3.3.3.3.. .2 .•. 85.0.3.± .124 7.0 2 






















The information ·pre.sented above indicates. that 
the presence of noise in the data us.ed for the modeli~g 
does ind:ucti bias in the c·omputed es·timates of the 
coefficients. This, of course, is ·not un-exp.ect.ed. The 
. effect of this bias on the reliability o·f the estimat.ed 
transfer function is, however, quite smaller, as 
indicat.ed by the dita in Table 3.4. Even for the h~ghest 
~~ 
noise-to-s~gnal ratio, the difference between the actual 
and estimated system output is substantially less than 
both the noise level itself and the percent bias of the 
estimated coefficients for that level. This would 
indicate that the pre~ence of noise (at the levels 
studied) in the sample data does not induce an equivalent 
level of error in the estimate of the system output. 
The effects of noise on other statistics follows 
expect.ed patterns. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 present plots 
of the noise-to-s~gnal ratio vs. the standard deviations 
of the estimate samples and the N/S vs. the absolute 
values of the percent bias, respectively. Both of these 
f~gures demonstrate the anticipat.ed results of an 
increasi~g noise level. As required by its. definition, 
th.e percent bias te.nds to 100% as the N/S ratio_ goes 
to 00 ; the standard. deviation, too, i.n·creases with the 
nois~ content. The curve of the percent bias should 





















KURTOSIS AND SKEWNESS OF THE 
SAMPLE POPULATIONS 
yl CRITICAL= ±.815 y 2. CRITICAL = ±1.315 
Bo Ao A1 
KURTOSIS SKEWNESS KURTOSIS SKEWNESS KURTO.S I.S SKEWNESS 
-.46785 .16166 
- • 6118.0 .07413 -.35405 .1.95 79. 
"• 26128 -.04339 .36401 -.12684 .01612 -.07746 
.02538 .226.45 .11231 .11706 .66402 .48431 
-.11714 • 26787 -.20416 .26642 -.08275 .37123 











































TABLE 3·. 4 
ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED OUTPUT -OF SYSTEM 
• 
Int·erval between points = .• 100 sec. 
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STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ESTI'MATED· 
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At this point, it would be ins·tructive to -explain the 
apparent method by which .the P.r~gram ·treats noise. Stat.ed 
simply, the noise creat·es an ''envelope" ab·out the actual 
s~gnal; this envelope is viewed by the pr~gram as 
constituti~g the boundaries within which the modeli~g 
is to be performed • (a schematic representation of 
this modeli~g r~gion is shown in figure 3.3). Recall 
that the a~goriihm seeks a transfer function which provides 
' v,,_ 
an accurate estimate of the system output; any function 
which satisfies the criterion of minimizi~g the objective 
error is a candidate f.or the optimal solution. Within the 
region creat.ed by the noise, then, the program·is able 
to fit a la~ge. number of functions to the data, each of 
,? 
which is essentially as good as the others in terms of 
the value of the sum of the errors. This is the 
mechanism responsible for the distributions of estimates 
obtained duri~g the simulations. Altho~gh not immediately 
obvious, this characteristic of the program allows the 
user the opportunity of obtaini~g from a si~gle sample 
< data set essentially all information which would otherwise 
be obtainable only from a repetitive -experi.ment similar 
to that performed for the noise simulations. By ~emovi~g 
the pr~gr~mmed conve~gence rules, the .a~gorithm will 
continue to compute estimates of. th~ coefficients until 
. halted by the U$er, or until the values of th~ coefficients 
:,. 
'·' . '·" ,.· ,,\,, :···\ 























I I . 
MODELING ENVELOPE CREATED 
BY NOiSE 
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themselves conve;rge, at w.hich· point further iterations 
would be meani~gles·s. This last event has been observed 
at very low noise levels (<.1%) but·not, to date, at 
levels which are likely to produce distributions of the 
estimates of the type desired (e_.g., at~ N/S rat·io of 
1% or mo~e). This ability to. generate la~ge samples of 
estimates from one data set provides the user a · 
potentially powerful tool for the analysis of data which 
contains a high noise content. 
3. 4 s·ummary 
This chapter has presented examples of usage and the 
results obtained from the application - -of· t·he identi-fica-
tion scheme to various computer. genera~ed data. It was 
shown that when the noi·se-to-signal ratio of the sample 
data was less than or equal to 1%, the average values of 
the estimates of the coefficients were well within 1% of 
0 
the actual values. For greater noise levels, the percent 
bias of the estimates was compar~ble to the N/S ratio. 
-
However, the correspondence between the estimat.ed and 
actual system output was much less sensitive to the noise 
cotitent of the sample data; at the highest N/S ratio 
test.ed (10%) the difference between the estimated and 










In addition to the overall performance data pre-
. 
sented above, a number of potentially stro~g user aids 
characteristic of the program were mentioned. Amo~g 
the most valuable of these were:-
(1) the ability of the program under certain 
~onditions of noise cont~nt, to determine 
to a large extent the correct order of.the 
sy-s tem. (Al though not illustrated, pole-
zero cancellation is appar~ntly operative 
for N/S ratios up to 1%. In these instances, 
however, the means of the estimate samples 
must be used; individual estimations do not 
as a rule exhibit pole-zero cancellation for 
non-zero noise levels.) 
(2) the seeming irrelevance of the initial values 
of the denominator coefficients. This was 
observed at all noise levels. 
(3) the ability of the program to generate a large 
number of estimates from a single set sample 
data, when the data set had a non-zero noise 
level. 
.. 
Chapter IV will present an application of the program 
to the solution of an actual problem in the control of 














AN APPLICATION OF THE PROGRAM TO Aij ACTUAL SYSTEM 
This chapter will serve to present a brief' example 
of an application ·of the program .. to the analysis of an 
actual industrial system. The study was undertaken with 
the intent of proyiding, from the program results, the 
data necessary for the development of a control mechanism 
for the system's output. The information required for 
this mechanism may be calculated directly from an estimate 
of the system transfer function, hence the problem seemed 
ideally suited as a test of the program's capabilities. 
Furthermore, empirical estimates of several critical 
• system parameters had previously been obtained, providing 
an additional standard against which the program results 
could be measured. 
4.1 Description of the System 
The system subjected to analysis was a laser beam 
pattern generator developed by the Western Electric Co. 
for the purpose of producing photolithographic masks 
used in the manufacture of solid-state electronic devices. 
Schematic diagrams of the system signal flow and hardware 
components are given in figures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 
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The basic system elements are seen to be two lasers, 
X-Y deflection. galvanometers, position detectors, and a 
~ontrol computer which pr~vides execution control. In 
simplified terms, the system operates by positioni~g the 
Q 
' reference (HeNe) laser beam onto the target by means of 
. 
' deflection mirrors attached to the galvanomet~rs. When 
the actual beam position, as determined by the X-Y 
detectors, agrees with the_/eference position recorded 
in the executive program, the machining (YAG) laser is 
fired. The combination of a high machining pulse rates 
and the random access capabilities afforded by the 
galvanometer deflection mechanism, permits rapid 
generation of both linear and complex patterns! (For 
a more detailed discussion of the system and its operation, 
see Raamot and Zaleckas [10].) 
4.2 Problem Statement 
The galvanomenter-mirror system, which accomplishes 
the actual X-Y positioning ·of the laser beam, is grossly 
underdamped and experiences severe, overshoot and ringing 
during the positioning process. This problem is 
. 
illustrated in Figure 4.3, which plots beam position vs. 
deflecting signal for a terminated ramp input. Obviously, 
.. this condition adversely affects the positioning rate of 
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positional error in the machining operation. However, it 
can be shown that by conditioning the input waveform, 
it is possible .to achieve critical damping of the 
galvanometer system. This compensated input, and the 
' 
. 
. ~ associated output, are ~hown in Figure 4.4. The values. 
~ 
. -
of T1 and t 1 · may be obtain_ed g.raphically from the out-
put; unfortunately, T.2 and T 2 are not easily evaluated 
by direct empirical means. If, however, the transfer -rJ 
function of the electro-mechanical system which consists 
of the galvanometers and ·their amplifier drivers is 
known, then it is possible to construct equations which 
express T2 and T 2 as functions of the poles of this 
system. The solution to the problem, then, is dependent 
upon attaining an accurate estimate of the transfer func-
tion of the galvanometer system. This situation was 
considered an ideal test of the identification program 
·"developed and presented in this· thesis. 
4.3 Decription of the Experiment 
To perform the identification, this author was 
provided with the following information: 
,. .. 
1. The system to be identified was known to be 
of order (0,3) 
2. ~ The sampling interval used in the taking of 
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In addition to the above, sample data of the system 
output (i.e., beam position) w.ere provided. These data 
were obtained from a special system run during which 
only one of the two galvanometers was observed. (Both· 
galvanometers are designed to have identical transfer 
functions.) The _input signal for the experiment was a 
ramp of unspecified slope. 
The identification program was fun using only the 
above data from the actual system. All other information 
_required by the program was supplied by t~e author. The 
initial estimates of the denominator coefficients were 
set to 1.00. 
As this was the first use of the program on a 
. ' physical system, no guidelines had as yet been formulated 
on the most efficient approach to a solution. Specifically, 
the questions of data treating (screening, etc) and of 
modeling intervals were unresolved. It was decided that 
a "worst case" ap·proach to the question of data scrubbing 
would be taken; it would be left untouched. On the\ 
matter of the modeling interval, however, it was decided 
that several runs at varying resolutions might reveal 
more detail than an identification at a single, fixed 
interval. Although the period of the galvanometer system 
was not specified, it was believed that th•re were on 







this basis, it was decided to model the data at three 
different intervals: (1) every 10th point (~123.35 µsec), 
(2) every 20th point (~246.70 µsec), and (3) every 30th 
point (~370.05 µsec). 
4.4 Results 
-The initial modeling was performed using the 246 •. 70 
µsec. interval and a total of 96 data points. Fo~ the 
run, no time-delay was included. 'The results of that 
run were as follows: 
"" H(S) = 9.S956x10 12 
S3 + (175.553)S 2 + (4.23536xl05)s + 9.33324x10 7 
t r e(t) = 2121.53 
A As anticipated, the estimat-e of H(S) was composed 
of a real pole (the driving amplifier) and a complex pole 
(the galvanometer). The values of these poles are 
(corrected for an error in the sampling interval): 
· Amplifier pole: 
- 237. 
· Galvanometer pole: - 22.3 ± 725. i 
This would yield a system period of approximately 8.68 
msec. The re~ult~ al~o indicated a high value for the 
error. Suspecting that this error might be arising from 
7'1 



















a time-delay, the program was rerun for various delay 
values, ranging from 1.2335 msec. (100 data points) to 
~ 2.96 msec. (240 data points). A substantial reduction 
in the error was noted at a delay of 180 data points 
(~ 2.22 msec). At this value, the results of the 
estimation were: 
,,. 
H(S) = 6.26722xlo 1 3 
S3 + (918.487)S 2 + (7.6543xlo5)s + 6,45668xloe 
I e(t>j= 113.325 
Number of tterations:5 
A 
The poles of this H(S) are 
Amplifier pole: -910.4196 
Galvanometer pole: -4.0337 ± 842.1294 i 
yielding a system period of 7.47 msec. 
Using these results as a starting point, further 
modelings were done using the alternate intervals of 
123.35 µsec. and 370.05 µsec. · Kt the 10 point spacing, 
it was possible to more p~ecisely calculate the minimum-
error time-delay. The best estimate obtained was 2.41±.07 





















The benefits to be gained from the 370.05 µsec • 
Modeling interval were in the general area of better long 
range data fitting and an improved estimate of the system 
period. This arises mainly from the fact that at the 
g_reater interval one is modeling a proportionately larger 
... 
region of the system output. It was also hoped to obtain 
an estimate·of the noise content of the data by performing 
multiple modelings of the t,pe mentioied in the previous · 
chapter. 
A total of ten estimations were made for the 370.05 
µsec. interval. The means of these estimates were used 
as the recommended values for the actual system. A 
summary of the results obtained from this system 
identification, together with values supplied by the 
,. 
system user or taken from the sample data, is given .in 
Table 4.1. The N/S figure was estimated from the graph in 
Figure 3.1; the ordinate values were obtained from the 
distribution·of the estimates calculated at the 370.05 
1-
µsec. modeling interval. It should also be mentioned 
that the time-delay computed by the program was arrived 
at with no prior indication by the system user that this 
was the case; it was not until he was confronted by the 
estimated data that he recalled that the data supplied 









Note that those data available from both the actual. 
and the modeled system are in substantial agreement • 
• i 
(The accuracy of the computed output may be seen in 
Table 4.2.) The only exception to this agreement is the 
value of T2 • This disagreement, when resolve, led to 
' 
the discovery that the replacement of a faculty 
galvanometer, subsequent to the taking of the data used 
in this experiment, had altered the system enough to make 
V 
the sample data invalid. Therefore, although the 
• 
experiment has obtained results which were consistent 
with the state of the system at the time of the data-taking, 
these results were not now applicable to the current system. 
This unfortunate circumstance, coupled with an inability to 
redo the experiment in time for inclusion in this thesis, 
prohibited the completion of the final phase of the 
experiment, i.e., the construction of the compensated 
input signal previously mentioned from the values of 
H(S), and the testing of this signal on the actual system • 
It was possible, however, to make a "quick and dirty'' 
evaluation of the effects of compens~ion by using the 
computed values of T 2 and T2 in conjunction with the 
previously discussed data-generation capabilities of 
COEF and SOLN. Using values of T1 and Tl supplied by the 







input wa"?.efo~m. An additicinal output was computed for 
~-
the unconditioned input. To provide a basis for 
-
comparison, both inputs were of the'same slope and both 
terminated in constant inputs at the same point. 
The results of this experiment were quite gratifying. 
The uncompensated output overshot the termination value 
by 14.7%; the compensated output overshot by only 4.7%, 
less than 1/3 the value of the other. This in spite of 
the fact that only approxrate values of T 2 and T 2 (1.2335 
vs. 1.20027; .615 vs •• 639152) could be used due to 
limitations in the data-generating program. These data 
indicate that very successful results may be expected 
with the actuai system. It is recommended that such 
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S 3 + ( 9 7 2 • -1 7 7 ) S 2. + ( 8 • 2 6 7 12~ 10 5 ) S + 6 • 8 0 9 7 3 X 10 8 .. 
. . 
SYSTEM POLES: 
(-956.634),(-7.77157 ± 843.671i) 
SYSTEM PERIOD: 
SYSTEM DELAY: 
N/S RATIO OF DATA: 
VALUE OF T2 
MODE.LED 
7.46 msec. 













VALUE OF T 2 • 639152 msec. "".640 msee • 
I 



















COMPARISON OF ACTUAL VS. COMPUTED OUTPUT 
OF LASER· BEAM PATTERN GENERATOR 
..,.. 
GIVEN I.N TABLE 4. l· TIME BETWEEN POINTS: 
.00061675 sec. 
1st POINT AT TIME T 
.00061675 
CALCULATED 
. 'ACT'UAL' o·u·rp·ur A o·uTPUT FROM H ( s) 
.OOOOOOE+OO ~ .396102E+OO 
.600000E+Ol 
.553131E+Ol 
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.237265E+04 .. ~ 
. 240511E+0·4 
.243068E+04 ., _. 
" 
.246043E+04 1, 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
' 5.1 Summary 
It has been the intent of this thesis to ~eport a 
new method for the identi·fication of time-inva~iant linear· . 
. 
syst~ms and to present a FORTRAN program which implements 
' ' . . /~· 
that meth.od. It has been demonstrated that the program is 
capable of providing accurate estimates of the system 
transfer function without requiring knowledge of any 
.aspect of the system other than sample values of the input 
and output over a period of time and an initial guess 
\ 
estimate of the system's order. 
When modeling noise-free data, the estimates of 
-.. 
the coefficients computed by the program differed from 
.. 
the actual values by substantially less than .1%. Data 
which contained noise yielded estimates which were. 
biased at a masnitude of approximately the same level 
as the noise-to-signal ratio of the data. The accuracy 
of output data computed from the estimated transfer 
function was shown to be much less sensitive to noise 
induced bias than the estimates themselves. Even at 
the highest N/S ratio studied (10%), the difference 
between computed an4 actual system output was less 
If 






















than 2%. From the results obtained for N/S ratios 
greater than 1%, it has been concluded that the best 
, 
estimate will be obtained by generating d~stributions 
of the estimates and utilizing the means of these 
distributions as the final values of the coefficients. 
' 
. A method of generati~g such sample populations was discuss~ 
e'>d in Chapter ·III. 
It was also not.ed that: 
(1) the initial values chosen for the denominator 
coefficients may be completely arbitrary 
(2) convergence to the optimal values is very 
rapid 
. (3) fhe program, for low noise levels (< 1%), is 
capable of determining to a certain extent 
the correct order of the system. 
(4) the program if used properly is capable of 
/ 
recognizing time-delays in the modeled system. 
\ 
(5) excellents results may be obtained from 
relatively ~few data points (<~00) 
In addition, the wo~t presented in Chapter IV 
demonstrated quite clearly that the.program should be 
considered as a p9werful aid to " the analysis and control 
' 
of industrial processes, and not as a clever II toy II to 
8.6 
.. . ·-' 
• 
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. be restricted to the laboratory. At the time of this 
writi~g, the only limitations on the widespread 
y • applicability of the pr~gram would appear to_ be the size 
of the computer required for the full scale version 
(~ 40K words of memory)· and the time required ·for· 
·execution. ("' 20 minu~es of C·PU time to c·onvergence 
for a problem of the size of those given in Chapter I:[I) fQ 
The author, however, views these restrictions as minor 
when compared against the benefits to be gained. 
5.2 Recommendat·ions 
Because of the newness of the technique, it would 
perhaps be wisest now to seek to apply the program to 
f 
a wide range of systems, hoping thereby to obtain ideas 
on ways in which either the program or the method may. 
be improved upon. Equivalently, such applications may 
reveal areas of weakness or unsuitability which the 
present studies have not come upon. Certainly a 
continuation of the work begun in Chapter IV is required 
in order to provide the final proof of the program's 
utility. Other areas of investigation, such as more 
exhaustive studies of the effects of noise on the estima-
tion process, are also warrented, as are studies on the. 
possible use of the method for approximating non-linear 
·and time-variant systems. It is the opinion of this 
author that further·effort along the lines outlined above 
.... ' 












































































































DETERMINE THE TRANSFER FUNCTION(S) OF A MULTIPLE INPUT-
MULTIPLE OUTPUT, TIME-.INVARIANT LINEAR SYSTEM. 
THE TRANSFER FUNCTION IS OBTAINED BY CALCULATING THOSE 
VALUES OF THE NUMERATOR ANn nENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS 
WHICH RESULT IN THE MINIMUM SUM OF THF. ABSOLUTE VALUES 
OF THE nlFFERENCtS BETWREN THE ESTIMATED AND OBSERVED 
SYSTF.M OUTPUTS • 
METHOD 
THE PROGRAM UTILIZES AN ITERATIVE AtGORITHM TO OBTAIN 
THE VALUES OF tHE co,FFICIENTS. 
THE STEPS IN THE ALGORITHM AR~: 
1. INPUT OBSERVETI VALUES OF THF. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS 
2. SELECT THE ORDER OF THE ~,onF.L OF 'THF. TRANSFER FUNCTI'ON 
3. SELECT INITIAL VALUES FOR THE DENOMINATOR COEFFICIF.NTS 
4. CONSTRUCT A SYSTEM OF SIMULTANF.OUS LINEAP. EQUATIONS 
WHICH EXPRESS THE ERROR BETWEEN THE ESTIMATED AND 
ACTUAL SYSTEM OUTPUT AS A FUNCTION OF THE PRESENT 
SYSTEM COEFFICIENTS 
5. CONSTRUCT A LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM FROM THE 
EQUATIONS OF STEP 4. SEEK TO MINIMIZE THE SUM OF 
TUE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF THE ERROR. IN THE L.P. PROBLtM . 
. THE SYSTEM COEFFICIENTS APPEAR AS ALLOCATION VARIABLES. 
6. SOLVE THE L.P. PROBLEM 
7. RETURN TO ST[P 4 UTILIZING THE MOST RECENTLY . 
CALCULATED VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS AT STF.PS 4,5, AND 
6. CONTINUE UNTIL THE ERROR DOES NOT CHANGE ON 
SUCCESSIVE RUNS. AT THAT TIME TRE PROCEDURE HAS CON-
VERGED TO THOSE VALtTES OF THE COEFFICifNTS WHIGH PROVIDE 
. . . AT LEAST AS GOOD A FIT TO THE OBSERVED DATA AS ANY. 
FOR MORE DETAIL SEE: 
"' 1. "A.SIMPLlX MODEL-FOR LINEAR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 
BY MEANS OF ABSOLUTE ERROR MIMIMIZATION" BY DAVID 



















COL 1- 2 




" (IBM SSP) 
NINPT•NUMBER OF SYSTEM INPUTS (LE.S) 
NOUTP•NUMBER OF SYSTEM OUTPUTS (LE.S) 
TAU•THE SAMPLING INTE~VAL (IN SEC.) 
TSTRT•THE STARING TIME OF THE MODELING 
INTERVAL (GE.O) 
. NSP•THE NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS WHICH 
WILL BE INPUT FOR EACH SYSTEM INPUT 
AND EACH OUTPUT. THE NUMBER OF 
POINTS FOR EACH INPUT AND OUTPUT 
MUST BE THE SAME AND LE.150. 
• 
• 
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. ,. . ' ... _. ' FIVE FIEtns OF. TWO CHARACTERS E~CH· (SI2) WRICH 
CONTAIN THE NUMBF.R OF TIME-DELAY M'ODELINGS TO 
BE PERFORMED ON THE INDIVIDUAL OUTPUTS. 
IF THERE ARE LESS THAN S OUTPUTS, OF COURSE, LESS 
THAN S FIELDS NEED BE PVNCHED. 
CARD 4 
. THF. FORMAT IS THE SAME AS CARD 4. TREf;! FIELDS 
WILL· CONTAIN THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE USED AS 
THE ·OFFSET AT EACH TIME-DELAY. 
POR EXAMPLR, SUPPOSE THAT YOU WJSH TO MAKE A TOTAt 
OF 4 TIME-DELAY MODELINGS FOR OUTPUT 1, USING AH 
. OFFSET OF 5 POINTS PER DELAY. CARD 3 WOULD HAV£ 
A 4 IN COL 2 AND CARD 4 WOULD HAVE AS IN COL 2. 
d AT THE FIRST DELAY, THE OFFSET WOULD BES. AT THE 
SECOND DELAY, THE OFFSET WOULD BE 10, ETC • 
·THE TOTAL OFFSET FOR ANY OUTPUT HUST BE LESS· 
THAN (NSP-50). 
: CARDS 5 1 6 , ••• , N 
SIX FIELDS OF TWELVE CHARACTERS EACH (6E12.6). 
THESE CARDS CONTAIN THE SAMPLE POINTS. THE 
DATA FOR THE INPUTS IS READ IN FIRST. ALL THE 
DATA FOR A SINGLE INPUT( OR OUTPUT) IS READ IN 
AT ONE TIME. DO NOT ''PACK'' THE DATA, I.E., WHEN 
THE DATA HAS BEEN READ IN FOR ONE INPUT, THE DATA 
FOR THE NEXT INPUT (OR OUTPUT) MUST START ON A 
NEV CARD.· 
CARDS FOLLOWING DATA CARDS: 
CARD Dl 
TEN FIELDS OF TWO CHARACTERS F.ACR (10I2). 
· THIS CARD CONTAINS THE ORDERS OF THE TRANSFER 
FUNCTIONS TO BE MODELED. EACH CARD CONTAINS THE 
ORDERS OF ONE OUTPUT IN COMBINATION WITH ALL INPUTS. 
. . . 
YOU WILL NEED (NOUTP) CARDS OF THE TYPE Dl. THE (DENOMINATOP./NHMERATOR) ORDERS OF EACH. (OUTPUT /INPUT) 
TRANSFER FUNCTION ARE INPUT.AS AN ORDERED PAIR. 
THE tIRST NUMBRR IS THE DENOM. ORDER. 
EXAMPLE: Z INPUTS, 2 OUTPUTS 
OUTPUTl/INPUTl ORDER 2-,0 
OUTPUT1/INPUT2 ORDER 3,1 
OUTPUT2/INPUT1 ORDER 3,2 
OUTPUT2/INPUT2 ORDER 4,1 · 
CARD Dl(l) VOULD BE 
COL 2 • 2 
COL 4 • 0 
COL 6 • 3 
COL 8 • 1 
CARD Dl(2) WOULD BE 
COL 2 • 3 
COL 4 • 2 
COL 6 • 4 
COL 8 • 1 
DENOMIATOR ORDERS MUST BE LE.S 
NUMERATOR ORDERS MUST BE LE.4 
CARD D2 
SAME FORMAT AS CARO 5 
· .. 
THESE CARDS CONTAIN.THE INITIAL DENOMINATOR 
COEFFICIENT VALtJES. EACH CARD CONT~INS THE VALUES· 
PORA SINGLE OUTPUT/INPUT COMBINATION. 
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1. LISTING OF ALL INPUT DATA 
2. FOR EACH OUTPUT: 
'· 
THE BEST FITTING TIME-DELAY (OR NO DELAY) 
•• 










DATA BLK/20*' '/ . 
ODN•6 
IDH•S 








READ IN NINPT•NUMBER OF INPUTS 
NOUTP•NUMBER OF OUTPUTS 
TAU•THE SAMPLING INTERVAL(IN 




C----LIST THE INPUT DATA AS IT IS ACCEPTED 





800 FORMAT(1Hl,44X,31('*')/1H ,44X,'*',29X,'*~/1R ,44X,'* LISTING 0 
lF INPUT. DATA *' /lH ,44X, '*' ,29X, '*' /lH ,44X,31('*')) 
WRITE(ODN,801) NIMPT,NOUTP 
801 FORMAT(lHO,'l. THE NUMBER OF INPUTS FOR THIS PROBLEM IS ',I2//1H, 
1 1 2. THR NUMBER OF OUTPUTS IS ',12) 
C 
C----READ IN THE NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS OF DATA. 
C----ALL INPUTS AND OUTPUTS MUST HAVE THE SAME NUMBER OF POINTS. 










816 FORMAT(lH0,'4. THR TIME INTERVAL USED IN THE SAMPLING IS ',F8.4,SX 
l,'THE STARTING TIME OF THE MODELI~G INTERVAL IS ',FS.4) 
C . 
•C~---READ AND WRITE NTD(I)•THE NUMBER OF TIME-DELAY MODELINGS 
C TO BE DONE ON OUTPUT I 
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'' 1'.\ .,· 
817 FORMAT(lH0,'4. TIME-DELAY DATA'/lH ,20X,'OUTPUT HO.',SX,'N.O. OP TI 
lME DELAYS',SX,'NO. OF POINTS ADDE» AT EACH DELAY',/lH ,20X,10('-') 
2,5X,18('-'),SX,33( 1 -')/5(1H ,24X,Il,18X,I1,30X,I2/)) 
C 
C----BLANK OUT THE SAMPLE POINT MATRICES BEFORE INPUTTING DATA 
C 
~o 15 I•l,S 
DO 15 J•l,150 
X(I,J)•O.O 
15 Z(I·,J)•O •. O 
C 
' ' .. , .. 
c----READ IN X(I,T), THE MATRIX oir MEASURED X VALUES--EACR ROV.,;IS 1 
C--~-INPUT MEASURED OVERT -- INPUT THE DATA BY ROWS 
C 
'C 
DO 20 1•1,Nl:NPT 
20 READ(IDN,902) (X(I,J),J•l,NSP) 
902 ~ORMAT(6El2.6) 
C----READ IN Z(I,T), THE MEASURED OUTPUTS 
C 
DO 25 I•l,NOUTP 
25 READ(IDN,902) (Z(I,J),J•l,NSP) 
WRITE(ODN,804) 
8 0 4 FORMAT ( 1 H 1 , 4 9 X , ' LI STING OF X ( I , T) '"/ l H , 4 9X, 17 ( ' - '· ) ) 
WRITE(ODN,805) (BLK(I),I,I•l.,NINPT) 
C 
SOS FORMAT(lHO,lO(Al,' X(',I2,', T)',2X)) 
WRITE(ODN,822) (BLX(I),I•l,NINPT). 
822 FORMAT(lH ,lO(Al,' -------- ')//) 
C----WRITE OUT X(I,T) 
C 
DO 30 I•l,NSP . 
30 WRITE(ODN,806) (X(J,1),J•l,NINPT) 
806 FORMAT(lH ,lO(lX,FlQ.5,lX)) 
C 




808 FORMAT(1Hl,49X,'LISTING -OF Z(I,T)'/lH ,49X,17('-')) 
WRITE(ODN,809) (BLK(I),I,I•l,NOUTP) 
809 FORMAT(lHO,lO(Al,' Z(',I2,', T) ')) 
WRITE(ODN,822) (BLK(I),I•l,NOUTP) 
DO 45 I•l~NSP 
45 WRITE(ODN,806) (Z(J,I),J•l_,NOUTP) 
C 
c----READ IN ORDEJin PAIRS OF NUMERATOR-DENOMINATOR ORDER~ 
c~---EACH DATA CARD CONTAINS THE DENOM/NUM ORDERS OF ONE 
·c----OUTPUT VS. ALL INPUTS 
C 
DO ,2 I•l,NOUTP . 
S2. READ (IDN, 903) ( (ORDND (I, J, K), K•l, 2), J•l ,NINP.T) 
903 FORMAT(30I2) 
C 
DO 55 I•l, NOUTP . 
IF(ORDND(I,2,1)-99) 55,504,55 
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Sil FORMAT(1Hl,48X,'LISTING OF ORDER MATRIX'/lR .,48X,23('-')/'1B ,'ROTE 1- GIVER AS (DENOM. ORDER, NUMF.R. ORDER)') 
VRITE(OD~,812) (BLK(I),l~I•l,NINPT) · · 
812 FORMAT(lHO,lOX,12(Al,' X(',I2,') ')) • 
VRITE(ODN,813) (BLK(I),1•1,NINPT) 
813 FORMAT(lH ,lOX,12(Al,' ----- ')) 
o,., DO 70 I•l,NOUTP . " . '-70 VRITE(ODN,814) I,(BLK(J),(ORDND(I,J,K),K•l,2),J•l,NINPT) 814 FORMAT(1H0,2X,'Y(',I2,')· ',12(Al,'(',I2,',',I~,') ')) 
C 

















818 FORMAT(1Bl,40X, 1 LISTING OF INITIAL D!NOHINATOR VALUES'/lR ,40X,37( 
1'-')) 
WRITE(ODN,823) 
823 FORMAT(lHO,'INITIAL DENOMINATORS ARE GIVEN AS ( BZERO + B(l)*S + B 1(2)*S**2 + ••• + B(N)*S**N)') 
C 
WRITE(ODN,819) (BLK(I),l,I•l,NYMAX) 
819 FORMAT(lRO,lOX,' BZERO '/1H+,20X,10(Al,' B(',I2,') ')) 
WRITE(ODN,820) (BLK(I),I•l,NYMAX) 
820 FORMAT(lR ,13X,'----- '/1H+,20X,10(Al,' ----- 1 )) DO 85 I•l,NOUTP 
NAN•ORDND(I~-1,1)+1 
WRITE(ODN,821) I,(BDNOM(I,l,J),J•l,NAN) 
821 PORMAT(lHO,JX,'D(',I2,') ',6Fl0.4) 
IF(NINPT.LE.l) GO TO 85 
D0.85 K•2,NINPT 
NAN•ORDND (I .K., 1)+1 
WRITE(ODN,829) (BDNOM~I,K,J),J•l,NAH) 
829 FORMAT(lH ,lOX,6Fl0.4) 
85 CONTINUE -,, 








e----MODEL EACH OUTPUT INDIVIDUALLY. 
C----BEGIN THE DO LOOP WHICH INDEXES THROUGH THE OUTPUTS 
C 
DO 100 INDXX•l,NOUTP 
HZSUM•O 
, 
" . ~ : 
. ., 
l. 
DO 101 I•l,NINPT 
··" ,. . . ·~ . - ,.,•· '·/ 101 NZSUM•NZSUM+ORDND (INDXX·, I, 1)+1 
C 
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C TO'BI MODELED FOR TRIS ·ouTPITT 
C----DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE USF.D IN TRIS 
C MODELING, ALLOWING SPFFICilNT EXTRA FOR THE TIME-
C DELAYS.(IF USED). NO. OF· POINTS[•7S . 
C ~ 
RMP•NSP-(NTD(INDXX)*NSETD(INDXX)+l) 
IP(NMP.LT.75) GO TO 102 
-RMP•7S 
C . I' 
C----BEGIN THE DO LOOP THROUGH: THI TIM·E-DELAY HODEL-ING 
C 
102 NTDl•NTD(INDXX)+l ~ 
DO 79Q IXY•l,NTD1 
DO 103 I•l,NINPT· 
RIX•ORDND(INDXX,I,l)+l 
DO 103 J•l,NIX 
103 BDNMZ (I ,.J) •BDNOM(INDXX, 1,J) ·· 
ERR•l.OElO 
ZBEST•ERR 
C----THE INITIAL DENOMINATOR COEFS. FOR THIS OUTPUT 
C HAVE BEEN STORED IN BDNMZ BECAUSE THEY WILL BE 
C REPLACED IN BDNOM BY TH~ OPTIMAL MODELED COEFS. AT 
C THE END OF THE ALGORITHM 
C 
~-
C~---THE CONSTRAINT MATRIX FOR THE L.P. PROBLEM, C(I·,J), 
C WILL.BE tQNSTRUCTED AS THE ALPHAS AND BETAS ARE 
C CALCULATED. THEREFORE THE SKELETON OF THE MATRIX, 
C WHICH INCLUDES THE INITIAL IDENTITY MATRIX AND THE . 
C COEFS. OF THE SLACK AND ARTIFICIAL VARIABLES, WILL BE 
C CONSTRUCTEn NOW. 
C 
C----THE COEFS. OF THE ERROR TERMS(• +,-1.0) COMPRISE THE 






DO 243 I•l,NINPT 




C----NCONS•THE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS IN THE PROBLEM 
C 
. 
C----NVA,R•THE NUMBER OF VA-RIABLES (SLACK + ALLOCATION) 
C 
C----SUM•THE NUMJER OF NUMERATOR COEFS. TO BE MODELED 
C 
C----NOV, INITIALLY ZERO OUT THE CONSTRAINT MATRIX 
C 
C 
105 DO 214 l•l,NCONS 
DO 214 J•l,NVAR 
214 C(I,J)•O.O 
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C----BEGIN THE CALCULATION OF THE ALPHAS. EAC~· INPUT IS 
C CALCULATED SEPERATELY. 
C 
c----FIRST, SET UP THE VECTOR OP SAMPLE POINTS. 
C 
C 
DO 200 I•l,NINPT 
XSUB•X(I,1) 
DO 202 J•l,NSP 
202 X~(J)•X(I,J) 











C----CALL ALPBT TO CALCULATE THE ALPHAS FOR THIS INPUT 
C . . 
200 CALlv)ALPBT(XSUB,B,N,NQ,I,T,NMP,RHOS) 
C / , 
c----WITH THE COMPLETION OF THE (DO 200) LOOP, ALL ALPHAS 
C HAVE BEEN CALCULATED. 
C 
C----UPDATE C(l,J) TO INCLUDE THE ALPRAS. 
C 
MAB•2*NCONS 
DO 205 I•l,NINPT 
MB•ORDND(INDXX,I,2)+1 
DO 204 J•l,MB 





C----BEGIN THE CALCULATION OF THE BETAS. 
C 
ZSUB•Z(INDXX,(IXY-l)*NSF.TD(INDXX)+l) 
DO 106 J•l,NSP 
106 Xl(J)•Z(INnXX,J+(IXY-l)*NSETD(INnXX)) 
C ~ 








DO 206 J•l,NQ 
206 B(J)•BDNMZ(I,J) 
·• 
C----CALL ALPBT TO CALCULATE THE BETAS FOR TH~S OUTPUT 
C 
207 CALL ALP BT (ZSUB, B, N, NQ, I ,·T, NMP, RHOS)· . 
C 
c----TIIIS COMPLETES THR CALCULATION or THE BETASi 
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~O 209 I•l,NINPT 
MB•ORDND(INDXX,I,1)+1 
DO 208 J•l,MB 




DO 210 I•l,NZStJM 
210 C(I+NMPl,I+MAB)•l.O 
C . . . 
c-·-~-THIS COMPLETES THE CON·STRAINT MA'tttIX. 
C 






DO 211 I•l,NVAR. 
VALX (l)•O. 0 
DO. 212 I~l,NMPl 
VALX(I+NCONS)•-1.0 
VAL~(I) •-1. 0 
DO 213 I•l,NZSUM 
VALX(I+NMP1)•-1.0l12 
C----THIS COMPLETES THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
C 
C----NEXT, SET UP THE R .• H. S. VECTOR 
C 
C 
DO 220 I~l,NMPl 
220 PRDT (I) •O. 0 
DO 225 I•l,NZSUM 
22S PRDT(I+NMPl)•l.00 
• 
C----THIS COMPLETES THE R.H.S. VECTOR 
·c 
C----CALL SMPLX. AT OUTPfJT THR CALCULATRD 
C AND DENOMINATOR COEFS. WILL BE IN TRE 











C----IF THERE· WAS AN 
C · CHECK TO SEE IF 
C TO BE MODELED. 
ERROR IN THE SMPLX ·ROUTINE (NFLG•-1) 
OTHER TIME-DELAYS OR OUTPUTS REMA)N 
IF SO, CONTINUE WITH NEXT TD OR 
C OUTPUT. 
C----IF NONE REMAIN, 
C 
GO TO PRINTOUT 
IF(NFLG) 448,449,449 







827 FORMAT(lH ,'SMPLX ERROR--OUT~UT NO.',I2,' DELAY NO.',I3) 
co· To 790 
C 
C----IF THERE WAS NO SMPLX ERROR, CHECK TO SEE IF TH~ 
C MODELlNG ERROR HAS BEEN IMPROVED. IF NOT, UP THE 
C ITERATION COUNTEi AND REStART THE ALGORITHM· 
£ USING THE LATEST COEFS. IF THE COUNTER IS AT MAX, 
C GO TO NEXT TD • 
C 
•• 
449 IF((ZVAL-ERR)/ERR.LE •• 01) 
NREIT•NREIT+l 
IF(NREIT.GE.5) GO TO 790 
452 DO 450 J•l,NINPT 
NIX•ORDND(INDXX,J,1)+1 
DO 450 I•l ,NIX 
450 BDNMZ(J,I)•COEFD(J~I) 
GO TO 451. 
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.. ' ' 
· .GO TO 105 
C 
c----Ir ERROR VAS IMPROVED, CHECK FOR CON·VERGENCI. ··1rp 
C NO CONVERGENCE, UPDATE ERR, RESE~ COUNTER 
C AND RESTART ALGORITHM. 
C 
451 IF (ABS (ZVAL~ERR) /Ellll. LE •• 01) CO TO 453 
ERR•ZVAL. 
NREIT•O 
GO TO 452 
C . 
•. 
c----I.F ·CONVERGED, SEE IF 
C SMALLEST SO ·FAR.", IP 
C 
.. ... 
THE !R·R AT. THIS TIME DELAY I·S ·THE 
NO~; GO ON. TO NEX·T· TD. 
453 IF(ZBtST-ZVAL.GE.O.O) GO TO 454 
. ·GO TO 790 
C 
c-.---IF THIS Is THE BEST,· ·uP.DAT"J~ ZB.EST~ UPDATE THE VALUES 
C OF THt BEST NUM. AND DENOM. COEFS. RECORD 





DO 460 1•1,NINPT 
NIX~ORDND(INDXX,1~1)+1 
DO 459 J•l,NIX 
459 BDHOM(INDxx.I,J)~COEFD(I.,J) 
NIX•ORDND(INDXX,I,2)+1 





C----END OF TIME-DELAY· MODELING LOOP 
-----c 
100 CONTINUE 
OF THE OUTPUT· MODELING LOOP 
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OUT,UT THE RESULTS 
****************** 
C---~CALL POLRT TO CALCULATE POLES AND ZEROES 
C 
.. 
c----BDN.OM(OUTPUT t INPUT t Q) . CONTAINS THE BEST DENOM\INA:To~R 
C COEFS. · . 
C 
·c----BNUM(OUTPUT,INPUT.Q) CONTAINS THE BEST NUMERATOR 
C COEFS. 
C 
C----CALCULATE ALL ZEROES OP. THE . SYSTEM USING BN.UM AND· 




. , ' . ' 
DO 920 I•l,NOUTP ·' • '• • L 
• 
·~ . . . 
. ,;- .. ,"'' . . 
• • ..~ <'-• _ _.,. • • ••• 
. . 
·r· DO 918 J•l ,NINPT . 
1
• IF(ORDND(I,J,2).GT.O) GO TO 916 
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ZIROS (I, J., 2) •O. 0 
GO TO 918 
916 NIX•ORD~D(I,J,2)+1 












C----ROQTR AND ROOTI CONTAIN THE 
C OP THE ZEROES, RESPECTIVELY 
C 




C . . 
C----THIS COMPLETES THE CALCULATION AND STORAG~ bF-THE 
C ZEROES 
C 
C----NOW CALCULATE THE POLES USING BDNOH AND POLRT 
C 
C 
DO 932 I•l,NOUTP 
DO 928 J•l,NINPT • 
IF(ORDN~(I,J,1).GT.O) GO TO 926 
POLES(I,J,l)•BD~OM(I,J,1) 
POLES(I,J,2)•0.0 
GO TO 928 
926 NIX•ORDND(I,J,1)+1 









C----THIS COMPLETES THE CALCULATIO~ OF-THE POLES AND ZEROES 
C 
C----PRINT THE RESULTS 
C 
WRITE(ODN,1200) 
1200 FORMAT(1Hl,44X,J0('*')/1H ,44X,'*',28X,'*'/1H ~44X,'* 
' 
lOF RESULTS * 1 /lH ,44X,'*',28X,'*'/1H ,44X,30('*')) 
DO 9SO 1•1,NOUTP 
WRITE(ODN,1201) I 











1203 FORMAT(1H0, 1 TRANSFER 1 ,7X,'ORDER',2SX,~POLES',39X,'ZEROES'/1H ,'FUN 
lCTION (NUMER./DENOM.)',12X,'(GIVEN AS (RE.,IM.) )',24X,~(CIVEN. AS 
2 (RE.,IM.))'/lH ,sc•-•·),2X,15('-'),12X,21('-'),24X,20('-')) 
LSUM•17 
DO 92S Ll•l,NINPT 




,J.204 FORMAT(lHO, 'T(' ,I2_, ', ',1·2, ') ', 7X,12, ',' ,I2,8X, 'P10LE 1. RE:',E12. 
• 
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15~ 1 IM:',El2.S,6X,'ZlRO 1. 
DO 930 L2•2,NUT 
RE:'.E12.5,' IM: 1 ,!12.5). 
WRITE(ODN,1205)L2,POLES(I,Ll,L2),POLES(I,Ll,L2+NUT) 
PORMAT(1H0,32X,I2, '. RE:' ,!12.S,' IM:' ,E12 •. S) • 
IP(L2.GT.ORDND(I,Ll,2)) GO TO 930 
WRIT!(ODN,1206) L2,ZEROS(I,Ll,L2),ZER0S(I,Ll,L2+NNT) 




IF(LSUMl.GT.57) GO TO 93S 
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THIS SUBROUTINE MODELS THE SAMPLE DATA POINTS FOR EACH IRPUT 
ARD OUTPUT AS A SERIRS OF UNIT STEPS AND RAMPS AND PROVIDES 
TO THE CALLING PROGRAM THE SLOPE VALUES USED FOR THE MODEL. 
IDENTIFICATIONS ______ .. ________ _ 
X • A VECTOR CONTAINING THE.SAMPLE POINTS TO BE MODELED 
RHO• THE VECTOR CONTAINING THE SLOPES RET~RNED T~ THE CALtING 
PROGRAM I 
TAU• THE TIME INCREMENT BETWEEN SAMPLE POINTS 
LAMDA • THE NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS 
NOTE -- THE PROGRAM RETURNS ·(tAMDA) SLOPES. THEREFORE X MUST BE 
.OF LENGTH AT LEAST (LAMnA+l) 






DO 5 1•2,LAMDA 
SUMl•O.O 
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THIS SUBROUTINE C6MPUTES TR! C0E-FICIE~T$ U~Eti I- TRE·L.P·. CONSTRAINT MATRIX FOR T.HE. AO,Al, ••• ,AN ,BO,.·. ~,BM ALLOCATION· 
VARIABLES. 
IDENTIFICATIONS ____ ._..., _________ _ 




]-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAIMING THE. c·oMPUTRD. COEFPICIERTS. 
X • THE 
B • THE 
.N_ • THE 
NQ • THE 
ID• THE 
TAU• THE 
LAMDA • THE 
RHO• THE 
INDEX THE INPUT OR OUTPUT NUMBER 
INDEX . THE SAMPLE POINT NUMBER 
INDEX THE COEFFICIENT'S ORDER 
INITIAL SAMPLE POINT 
VECTOR·OF DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS 
ORDER OF THE DENOMINATOR 
ORDER OF THE NUMERATOR ' 
INPUT OR OUTPUT NUMBER 
INTERVAL "BETWEEN SAMPLE POINTS 
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS 
VECTOR OF UNIT RAMP SLOPES 




SUBROUTINE ALPBT(X,B,N,NQ,ID,TAU,LAMDA,RHO) 0 
COMMON NZSUM,SUM,SHMZ 
COMMON C (105,365) ,PRDT (105), VALX (365), COEFD (S, 6) ,NOUTP-· 
COMMON COEFNP ( 5, 5) , ALPHA ( 5, 7 5, 6) , TSTRT, ORDND·, ODN, IDN, NINPT 
DIMENSION F(7S,6),G(7S,6),RH0(75),B(6) 
CALL COEF(B,N,NQ,TAU,LAMDA,F,G,TSTRT) 
DO 40 I•l,LAMDA 
DO 40 K•l 1 NQ 
SUMl•O.O 
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~HIS SUBROUTINE FORMULATES AND COMPUTES ALL .INVERSE LAPLACE 
I • • , • • 







B • A VECTOR OF DENOMINATOR COEFFICIENTS 
N • THE ORDER OF THE DRNOMINATOR 
. .-
HQ• THE ORDER OF TRE NUMERATOR 
.·c TAU• THE TIME INTRRVAL BETVREN SAMPLE POINTS 
LAMDA • THE NUMBER OF SAMPtE POINTS· 
• 








• F • THE MATRIX OF VALUES OF THE INVERSE LAPLACE FOR THE· 
1/S TERMS 
1ST INDEX - THE SAMPLE NUMBER .(IN TIME VALUE) 
2ND INDEX - THE NUMERATOR ORDER NUMBlR cor11'0RDER IS 


















DO 50 I•l,LAHDA 
BF(l)•O.O 










DO 5 J•l,NQ 
5 P(I,J)•PBI(J,NF) 
CALL SOLN(PHl,BG,BGA,T,NG) · 
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THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES.THE INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORM. 
OP A GIVEN FUttCTION AT A SPECIFlEn TIME. THESE VALUES ARE 
USED IN THE CALCULATION OP THE ALPHA'S AND BETA'S. 
THE ROUTINE DOES THIS BY COMPUTING THE:TRANSITION MATRIX 
POR THE -DISCRETE LINEAR SYSTEM GIVEN BY: 
-1 
F(T) • t· ( PHI (S) )*F(O) 
' 
·PHI{~) IS RECOVERED FROM THE MATRIX~ BY'tn-· !QUA!ION: 
(AT) 
PHI(T) .• E 
·~ 
THE MATRIX A IS CONSTRUCTED FROM THE DENOMINATOR. 








---------------THE COMPUTED TRANSITION M'AT.RIX 
THE VECTOR OF DEMOMINATOR COEF-FICIENTS. THE· COEFFI-
CIENT OF THE HIGHEST ORDER TERM IS NOT INCLUDED IN· 
H. H(l) IS ~HE ZEROTH ORDER COEF., ETC. 
THE COEF. OF THE HIGHEST ORDER 'TERM 
THE TIME INCREMENT 










COMMON C(105,365),PRDT(l05),VALX(365),COEFD(S 1 6),NOUTP 
COMMON ,COEFNP ( 5 • 5), ALPHA ( 5, 7 5, 6), TSTRT, ORDND, ODN, IDN, NINPT 
DIMENSION PHI(20,20),A(20,20),H(20),B(20),Q(20) 
























C----CHECK THE RANGE . OF THE DENOMINATOR COEPS. SCALE THE VALU•s· 
,· . 
. . . ' ·"·:·· ,,, ' 
,.. ~ 




. . . ' . ~ ..... :.• 
·:._,\, . ' ' 
... 
.C IF NECESSARY TO AVOID FLOW ERRORS DURING ·COMPUTA.TIOH . · .· . ,'. ,.:, ', ,, 







IP(K) lOS,305,15 . 
BRR•ABS(H(N)*H(N)-2.0*H(N-l)} 
• 
\,, •·· ' 
• 
,, 
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C----CALCULATE K, THE NUMBER OF TERMS REQUIRED 
C 
• 






















ALK.•ALOG 10 (AK) 
CL•CL+BL-ALK 




DO 16 I•l,K 
CE•CE+ALOGlO(FLOAT(I)) 
BL•(CE+BOUND)/AK 
GO TO 11 
IF(K-36) 25,25,309 
CE•41.5705 










GO TO 11 
PA•(SCALE*T)/AIC 
C----CONSTRUCT THE A MATRlX 
C 







DO 3.5 I•l 1Nl 
DO 35 J•l,N 
IF(J-I).311,310,311 
PHI(I,J)•l.O 
GO TO. 35 
IF(J-(I+l)) 313,312,313 
PHI(I,J)•PA 
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IP·(AIC-1. 0) 42, 82, 42 






C••--BEGIN THE CALCULATION OF'TRE EXPONENTIAL· SERIES 
• C 
















DO 50 I•l,N 
TEM•O.O • 
DO ·48 J•l,N 
TEM•TEM+B{J)*PHI{J 1 I)· Q(l)•TEM/AK_ 
DO 55 I•l,Nl 
Do·5s J•l,N 
PHI(l,J)•PHI(I+l,J)*PA 
DO 60 I•l,N 
PHI(N,I)-=Q(I) 
DO 62 I•J,N 
PHl(I,I)•PHI(I,I)+l.O 
IF(AK-2.0) 63,63,4l 
DO 65 1•1,N 
H(I)•PHI(I,N)*BIN 
TEM•O.O 
DO 64 J•l,N 
TEM•TElif+B (J) *PHI (J, I) 
Q(l)•TEM 
PA•SCALE*T 
DO 70 I•l,Nl 
DO 70 J•l,N 
PHI(I 1 J)•PHI(I+l 1 J)*PA 
DO 75 I•l.N 
PH I ( ~t , I ) • Q ( I ) 
DO 80 1•1,N 
PHI(I,l)•PHI(I,I)+l.O 
GO TO 90. 









C ORIGINAL TIME 


















DO 91 I•l 1 N 
.B(I)•H(_I) 
DO 94 I•l,NM 
DO 93 J•l 1 N 
TEM•O.O 
DO 92 M•l 1 N 
TEM•TEM+PHl(J,M)*B(M) 
Q(J)•TEM 
. DO 94 J•l 1 N 
B(J)•Q(J) 
~(J)•H(J)+B(J) 
DO 98 I•l,NT 
. DO 96 J•l,N 
DO 96 M•l,N 
TEM•O.O 
~O 95 L•l,N 
TEM•TEM+PHI(J,L)*PHI(L,~) 
.. , . 
•.. 
. . . . ' .. ''. ':· ..... , 
• 
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DO 97 J•l,N 
DO 97 M•l,.N 
PHI(J,M)•A(J,M) 
CONTINUE 
.. - .., 
C 








DO 102 l•l,N 
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THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE SIMPLEX ALGORITHM ON 
THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM CONSTRUCTED BY TRNSFR. 
ALL D'ATA MATRICES AND VECTORS AR.E OBTAINED BY SMPLX FROM 
COMMON. · . 
SMPLX IS CAPA8LE OF HANDLING 7S MODELING POINTS ARD 
A FULL 5-INPUT, 5-0UTPUT SYSTEM WITH ALL TRANSFER 
FUNCTIONS AT MAXIMUM ORDER. 
· 'lDENTIFICATIONS 
........ _____ .. ___ .. _ 
N•# OF CQNSTRAINT EQUATIONS 
M•#- OF VARIABLtS (SLACK+ALLOCATION) 
· C(I~J)~MAiRii OF CONSTRAINT CONSTANTS. SIZE (N X M) 
VALX(I)•OBJECTIVE VECTOR• LENGTH M 
PRDT(I)•R.H.S. CONSTANTS, LENGTH N 
. ' 
Y(I)•VALUE$ OF VARIABLES IN SOLUTION AT TERMINATION OF SIMPLEX 











TOL • l.OE-10 
NPLG•O 
DO 2S I•l,N 
VALY (I) •VALX (I)· 
2S Y(l)•I 
DO 30 J•l,M 
30 X(J)•J 
C 
C----DETERMINE THE NON-BASIC VARIABLE TO ENTER 
C----FIRST, CALCULATE THE N~T CONTRIBUTION OF EACH VARIABLE 
C 
C 
40 DO 60 J•l,M • 
SUMP•O. 0 
DO 50 I•l,N 
P•VALY(I)*C(I,J) 




C----FIND THE LARGEST 
THE NET CONT~. OF EACH VARIABLE. 
NET~ONTR •. THAT IS THE ENTERiNG 
C VARIABLE 
C 





.. i.. 90 CONTINUE ... 
C 
C----IP ZMAX IS .LE. o, THE ALGORITHM 
C 
9S IF(ZMAX) 888,888,100 
C. 
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C OR THE ENTERING VARIABLE 
c----x2 IS THE COL. HUM. or ENTERING VARIABLE 
C----11 IS THE ROW HUM. OP THE LEAVING VARIABLE 
C 
c----Ir ARY R.H.S. IS R!GATIVE~ THERE IS HO FEASIBLE SOLUTIOB 
C ARD AH ERROR IS PRINTED OUT. 
C 
C 
100 DO 1SO I~l,N 
. IP(PRDT(I).) 110;120,120 
110 WRITE(ODN,900) 
. GO TO 999 
120 IF(C(I,K2)) 130 1 130 1 140 
130 AMT(I)•~l.O 




160 IF(AMT(I)) 170,210,210 
. 170 I•l+l. 
IP ( I-N) . 16 0 , 16 o.., 18 0 
180 WRITE(ODN,901) . 





230 IP(AMT(I)) 220,240,240 
• 
240 IF(ZMIN-AMT(I)) 220,220,210 
• 
C----VARIABLE X(K2) IS PUT INTO THE SOLUTION VECTOR Y 
C 
C----A TOLERANCl CHECK IS MADE ON THE R.H~S. CONSTANT~ SO AS 










C----THE CONSTRAINT MATRIX IS NOW UPDATED TO.REFLECT THE 
C CJIANGE. IN THE' BASIS VECTOR. STANDARD ROW - COLUMN 
C OPERATIONS ARE PERFORMED TO OBTAIN THE NEW ~nE~TITY 
. ' . ·.:::::--- -·-- r . . 
C MATRIX. ;;~ - . . . ·r 
~----TOLERANCE CHECKS. ARR ---;H&1~/bir:··.ut cONSTANTS 
C T·O AVOID CARRYING INS · · -ittt:iRT'., VALUES,: iNti R·ou·NDOFP C ERRORS ·- - ;_.a •...•. 
• 
. _DO 500 I•l,N ~- _ 
SOO. RMULT (I) •C (I, K2 l/ AMRitf:_~-: _· _. 
RMULT(Kl)•l.00 · ·~ ~~<!!!"-., .. 
DO 510 J•l,M ~. ·· ~:~...__· 
.... S10 COLMLT(~)•C(Kl 1 J) _' 
DO S20 J•l ,~t ··-





















.. GO TO 40 . 
900 PORNAT(lHO, 'JO l'EASIBLE ·sntUTlO!l - PROGRAM. TERMINATED') . 
901 PORKAT(lHO, 'ERROR IN THF. LIMIT ·CALCULATION ~ P~OGRAM TIRMlHA-TED') 
888. ZVAL~O. 0 ·. · 
• C 
c----THR.·.ALGORITHM RAS ·TERMINATED. ,. CALCULATE TBB VALUE or TRI 
C OBJECTIVE\PUMCTIOH . 
C 
DO- 810 I•l,N-. 
810 ··zvAL•ZVAL+Ji'RDT(I)*VALY(l) 
no· 52_6 I•·t,N·INPT 
DO 527 J•l,5 
COEFNP.(1 ,J)•O. 0 
527 COEPN~(~;J)•O~O 
· DO -528· J•l· 6 





. . . . . 
' 
' 
C----RECOVER THE VALUES OF. THE ··NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATO.R 
~OEFS. PRQM;~HE tOLUTION vtctdR Y. SINCE·YO~:·KNOW 
THE COLUMN NUMBERS OF T~E COE~S •. IN THE O~IGINAL 











AS THEY OR18INALLY APPEARED IN d(I,J) ) THEN FIND THE 
VALUE IN SOLUTION FROM PRDT(Y(I)). 
-MAB•2*N 
MAB1•HABtSUMZ 
DO 530 I•l ,·N 
IY•IFIX(Y(I)+.1) 
IF(IY.LE.MABl) GO TO 531 
lJ·•IY-MABl 
DO S32 J•l,NINPT 
IF(IY.GT.ORDN~(ID,J,l)+l) 
cotFD(J,IY)•PRDT(I) --
GO TO S30 
533 1Y•I1-0RDND(ID,J,l)-1 
S32 CONTINUE 
531 IF(IY.LE.MAB) GO TO 530 
IY•IY-MAB 
IF(IY.LE.SUM) GO T-0 535 
IY•IY-SUM 
DO 534 J•l,Nl~PT · 
ir(IY.GT~ORDND(ID,J,2)+1) 
coE,KM(J,IY)~PRDT(I) 
GO TO 530 
534 IY•IY-ORDND(ID,J,2)-1 
535 DO 536 J•l,NINPT 
IF(IY. GT. OR·DND (In ,J, 2 )+1) 
GO TO 533 
GO TO 534 
GO TO 536 
C----STORE THE DENOMINATOR V.ALt,ES IN COEFD 
C 
. . 





COEPNP(J,IY) • PRDT(I) 
CO TO S30 
. . . 
536 IY•IY~ORDND(I_D,J,2)-1 
530 .CO~TINUE 
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